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Abstract 
 
Modeling and Control of Drillstring Dynamics for Vibration 
Suppression 
 
Tianheng Feng, Ph.D. 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2019 
 
Supervisor:  Dongmei Chen 
 
Drill-string vibrations could cause fatigue failure to downhole tools, bring damage 
to the wellbore, and decrease drilling efficiency; therefore, it is important to understand 
the drill-string dynamics through accurately modeling of the drill-string and bottom-hole 
assembly (BHA) dynamics, and then develop controllers to suppress the vibrations. 
Modeling drill-string dynamics for directional drilling operation is highly challenging 
because the drill-string and BHA bend with large curvatures. In addition, the interaction 
between the drill-string and wellbore wall could occur along the entire well. This fact 
complicates the boundary condition of modeling of drill-string dynamics. 
This dissertation presents a finite element method (FEM) model to characterize 
the dynamics of a directional drill-string. Based on the principle of virtual work, the 
developed method linearizes the drill-string dynamics around the central axis of a 
directional well, which significantly reduced the computational cost. In addition, a six 
DOF curved beam element is derived to model a curved drill-string. It achieves higher 
accuracy than the widely used straight beam element in both static and dynamic analyses. 
 vi 
 
As a result, fewer curved beam elements are used to achieve the same accuracy, which 
further reduces the computational cost.  
During this research, a comprehensive drill-string and wellbore interaction model 
is developed as the boundary condition to simulate realistic drilling scenarios. Both static 
and dynamic analyses are carried out using the developed modeling framework. The 
static simulation can generate drill-string internal force as well as the drilling torque and 
drag force. The dynamic simulation can provide an insight of the underlying mechanism 
of drilling vibrations. Top drive controllers are also incorporated as torsional boundary 
conditions. The guidelines for tuning the control parameters are obtained from dynamic 
simulations. 
Drill-string vibrations can be suppressed through BHA configuration optimization. 
Based on the developed modeling framework, the BHA dynamic performance is 
evaluated using vibration indices. With an objective to minimize these indices, a genetic 
algorithm is developed to optimize the BHA stabilizer location for vibration suppression. 
After optimization, the BHA strain energy and the stabilizer side force, two of the 
vibration indices, are significantly reduced compared to the original design, which proves 
the BHA optimization method can lead to a significant reduction of undesirable drilling 
dynamics. At the end of this dissertation, reduced order models are also discussed for fast 
simulation and control design for real time operation.  
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 
1. Hidden 1  
1.1. Drilling Background  
Oil and gas provide affordable and reliable energy to power modern society, and 
drilling constitutes a large portion of the oil and gas mining cost [1]; therefore, drilling is 
intensively studied by both academia and industry. In recent decades, directional drilling 
has gained a wide application with the development of advanced navigation and steering 
systems [2]. These techniques involve deviating a well along a predefined path to a target 
located at a certain horizontal distance from the rig [3]. Using directional drilling 
technology, multiple rigs and wells can be grouped together for increased drilling and 
production efficiencies. The ground facilities and underground obstacles can be avoided 
through an extended reach of the well in the horizontal direction [4]. This technology can 
also be used to remedy blowout by intersecting the trouble well using a relief well [5]. 
1.2. Rotary Drilling System Basics 
The rotary drilling system is most commonly used in the oil and gas industry. It 
mainly consists of a hoisting unit, a rotating unit, and a circulating unit [6]. Through rock 
cutting and hydraulic fracture, this system is able to drill a well longer than 10 kilometers 
[7]. Figure 1-1 illustrates a typical rotary drilling system. A draw-works is used to hoist 
the drill-string and move it up and down. A top drive (or rotary table) is fixed on the rig 
and creates torque to drive the drilling system. The drill-string, which is connected by 
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long slender drill-pipes (common length: 27-32 ft, common outer diameter: 3.5 in, 4.5 in 
and 5 in), transmits driving torque from the top drive to the bit.  
 Located at the lower end of the drill-string is the bottom-hole assembly (BHA), 
which mainly consists of thick-wall drill collars. Since the length-to-diameter ratio of the 
drill-string is very high, the BHA must be heavy enough to pull the drill-string in tension 
to avoid buckling. The additional BHA weight is applied on the bit to help crush rocks. 
Stabilizers have larger diameters than drill-collars. They can keep the BHA centralized 
within the borehole and increase BHA stiffness. Some stabilizers also have blades to aid 
the cutting process. Rotary steerable systems (RSS) are devices used to steer the BHA 
toward the desired direction to build the well. Based on the deviating mechanism, RSS 
can be classified into push-the-bit RSS and point-the-bit RSS [8]. The former uses pads 
outside the BHA to press against the wellbore and cause a direction change at the bit. The 
latter bends the BHA internally with a non-rotating shaft curved inside the BHA housing 
[9][10].  
For better measurement and control of bottom-hole activities, many BHAs are 
also equipped with measurement-while-drilling (MWD) tools [11], logging-while-drilling 
(LWD) tools [12], and telemetry tools [13]-[15] to measure, record, and transmit 
downhole information. During drilling operation, the drilling fluid (called mud) will 
circulate through the hollow drill-pipes, bit nozzle, well annulus (the gap between drill-
string and wellbore), and then back to surface. In this procedure:  
1. The bit gets lubricated for cutting and friction;  
2. Heat generated from cutting and friction is carried out; 
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3. Cutting debris is transported to surface from bottom hole;   
4. Rock breaking process is expedited through hydraulic fracture; 
5. Bottom-hole pressure is maintained at designed level to prevent formation fluid 
from entering well annulus. 
 
Figure 1-1. Rotary drilling system 
1.3. Drilling Vibration 
Drill-string vibration can manifest in axial, lateral, and torsional directions and 
cause phenomena known as bit bounce, whirl, and stick-slip, respectively [16]-[18]. 
Vibration is very common and generally detrimental to drilling operations. Excessive 
vibration could cause fatigue failure of the drill-string, increase the wear rate of the bit 
and BHA, as well as reduce drilling efficiency [19]. Failure of downhole tools and the 
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associated non-drilling period can significantly increase drilling costs. In directional 
drilling, vibrations can also influence directional control, cause well instability, and harm 
wellbore quality [20].  
The axial bit bounce is characterized by the bit temporarily lifting off the bottom-
hole formation [21]. It usually happens with roller-cone bits and can cause damage to the 
bit bearing and cutter.  
The torsional stick-slip is characterized by large velocity fluctuation of the bit 
under a relatively constant top drive speed [22]. In some extreme cases, the peak speed of 
the bit can be ten times as high as the speed of the top drive [23]. Stick-slip is initiated at 
bit side, where a torsional wave is generated due to velocity-weakening mechanisms [24]. 
As the wave travels upwards and hits the stiff top drive, it will be reflected into the drill-
string and stick-slip becomes self-sustained at its torsional natural frequencies [25]. Stick-
slip can cause BHA fatigue, twist off connections, and reduce drilling rate.  
The lateral vibration is usually manifested as whirl, where the bit rolls around the 
wellbore aggressively [26]. Whirl vibration frequency can be up to tens of Hz [7] and the 
amplitude is restricted by the narrow annulus; therefore, the lateral waves easily attenuate 
before reaching surface. As a result, whirl is usually unobservable to the rig and has been 
overlooked for decades. After equipping downhole MWD and LWD tools, these 
vibrations have been studied [27]-[29]. Usually, the BHA is manufactured with some out-
of-balance mass (by defect or on purpose) to increase wellbore clearance. As the drill-
string rotates, a centrifugal force is produced, leading to a forward whirl [26]. Another 
form is called backward whirl, which is caused by the friction between BHA/bit and 
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wellbore. Whirl can produce large side forces between BHA/bit and wellbore; therefore, 
resulting in undesirable deviation of well profile and causing failure of downhole tools. 
The vibrations in the axial, torsional, and lateral directions are usually coupled. 
When stick-slip happens, the high rotary speed in the slip phase can result in a large 
centrifugal force and lead to a lateral vibration. The contact force in lateral direction can 
also contribute to the axial force as the drill-string slides, and to the torsional torque as 
the drill-string rotates. Since vibrations can significantly influence drilling operations, the 
MWD and LWD tools usually have a dedicated unit to detect and analyze downhole 
vibrations. The lateral vibration wave quickly attenuates when traveling upwards; 
therefore, it can only be determined by downhole measurements [30]. The telemetry 
device can transmit the measured downhole information to the surface. However, the 
mud pulse telemetry, which is most widely used by drilling industry, has very limited 
bandwidth (common value, 8-10 bits/s) [30]. As a result, the large downhole data cannot 
be directly transmitted to surface and data compression is necessary beforehand. In [31], 
the vibration level was determined based on the root-mean-square value of BHA lateral 
acceleration. In [32], shock, measured in counts per second, was used to indicate the 
lateral vibration severity. In the same report, stick-slip severity level was determined by 
the percentage of time during a stick-slip cycle that the downhole string rotation was 
below 5 rpm. The above practices used vibration level to indicate and compress 
downhole vibration information and make real-time communication possible. The 
torsional waves can travel much further and are observable to the top drive. In [33], 
torque fluctuation is measured at the top end of a drill-string, and then BHA rotary speed 
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is calculated backwards to detect stick-slip vibration. Drilling vibrations are well 
observed by drilling industry and measured by MWD and LWD tools. A lot of research 
has been conducted to model these vibrations and to mitigate them.  
1.4. Drilling Mechanics and Models 
The primary function of a drill-string is to transmit torsional motion to the bit. A 
driving torque is loaded by the top drive on the upper side of a drill-string. At the lower 
side, a reactive torque, called torque on bit (TOB), is produced due to bit-rock interaction. 
Typical TOB can range from 0.5 kNm to 10 kNm [34]. In the axial direction, the drill-
string is hoisted by draw-works and the hoisting force, called hook load, controls the up 
and down motion of the drill-string. As discussed in previous sections, the BHA is heavy 
enough to keep the slender drill-pipes in tension and the additional weight can act on the 
bit, pushing it to crush the rock. The reactive force from the bottom hole is called weight 
on bit (WOB). From the discussion above, the whole drill-pipe and the upper part of 
BHA are in tension, while the lower part of BHA is in compression.  
In directional wells, the drill-string can have a lateral contact with wellbore due to 
its internal bending moment and gravity. Normal force is produced at contacting 
positions, which causes a frictional torque as the drill-string rotates, and a frictional drag 
as the drill-string slides down or trips out. Since the drill-string is saturated in mud, the 
buoyance and viscous damping also need to be considered.  
1.4.1. Drilling Statics 
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Based on the static analysis, the strain and stress distribution along the BHA can 
be obtained to evaluate the BHA structure; external forces, such as static WOB, wellbore 
contact, torque and drag can be obtained with given well profile and operating parameters; 
contact positions can also be obtained for modal analysis. In [35], Johancsik et. al. 
proposed a soft-string model to calculate the torque and drag. This method assumes the 
drill-string continuously lies down on wellbore. The contact force is obtained by 
analyzing each lumped mass segment, and the drag and torque are obtained based on the 
Coulomb friction theorem. In [36], Sheppard et. al. included mud buoyance and hydraulic 
pressure to improve the soft-string model. However, since drill-string stiffness and 
wellbore clearance are ignored, the soft-string method lacks accuracy [37]. A 
transformation was made by Ho et. al. in [38], which presented a hybrid model 
combining stiff BHA and soft drill-pipes. In recent research [39]-[41], fully stiff drill-
string models were presented to calculate torque and drag and achieved improved 
accuracy. Although some dynamic methods are also proposed [37], static analysis is still 
the common practice for torque and drag calculation considering its high computational 
efficiency and accuracy.   
Besides torque and drag calculation, in [42], Tan proposed a three-dimensional 
finite element method (FEM) model to analyze the statics of directional drill-strings. 
Drill-string deformation, contact force, and static WOB are obtained for any drill-bit 
design. In [43], Millheim et. al. applied an FEM model to calculate the side force of a 
BHA assuming the stabilizers are pinned by the wellbore. Based on the lateral force 
obtained at bit side, BHA pointing tendency can be determined for well propagation 
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prediction. In [44], Wilson et. al. obtained BHA contacts based on static analysis. The 
result is applied as boundary conditions for modal analysis. In [45] and [46], Bailey et. al. 
developed a lumped model to characterize BHA lateral behaviors. Static analysis is 
performed to get BHA deflection, rotation, contact force, and bending moment to 
evaluate BHA performance. 
1.4.2. Drilling Dynamics  
In addition to static analysis summarized above, drill-string dynamics is also 
extensively studied to explore downhole vibrations and to develop vibration mitigation 
control. Drill-string dynamic analysis can be further divided into steady-state dynamic 
analysis and transient dynamic analysis. The steady-state dynamics can be easily obtained 
by decoupling vibration amplitude from vibration frequency, which is equal to the 
excitation frequency. In [47], Spanos et. al. applied this method to get BHA dynamic 
transfer function using its natural modes. In [45] and [46], Bailey et. al. obtained BHA 
lateral mode shapes over a frequency range, which are used to calculate vibration indices 
to evaluate BHA performance. The transient dynamics involves a time-integration 
process. Although more computationally expensive, the transient dynamic model can 
accept generic boundary conditions without assuming periodic excitation. Most dynamic 
analysis falls into the latter category and various modeling methods have been developed 
to understand and mitigate drilling vibrations. 
1.4.3. Drill-string Models 
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In this section, different modeling methods are discussed and compared with a 
focus on drill-string transient dynamics, including the lumped-parameter method, the 
transfer matrix method, and FEM. 
The lumped-parameter model represents the continuous drill-string with discrete 
mass-spring-damper system, where the heavy BHA is modeled as a lumped mass and the 
slender drill-pipe is modeled as a spring. This method is computationally fast and easy to 
implement; therefore, widely used for bit-rock interaction study and control design. In 
[48] and [49], Yigit and Christoforou applied the lumped-parameter model to analyze the 
axial and transverse vibrations of a rotary drilling system. In [24], Richard et. al. 
implemented this method to explore the root cause of BHA stick-slip vibration. In [50], 
Leine et. al. investigated stick-slip, whirl, and their coupling mechanism with the lumped 
model. Some lumped-parameter models can simulate more degrees of freedom (DOF) 
using multiple masses and springs [51]. However, the simplification of lumped mass and 
spring sacrifices much accuracy. In addition, since bending stiffness is ignored, the 
lumped-parameter models are usually not suitable for directional drilling analysis. 
The transfer matrix method solves the structural wave equations analytically in 
the frequency domain. Through inverse Fourier transform, the motions and forces at two 
ends of the drill-string are correlated using time-delay matrices. Using this method, in 
[52], Han et. al. analyzed the axial, torsional, and flexural dynamics of a hollow pipe. In 
[53], Kreuzer et. al. modeled drill-string torsional dynamics using the transfer matrix 
method, and developed a controller based on it to reduce wave reflection from the surface. 
The transfer matrix method can generate the analytical solution in the case of 
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conventional drilling but is inextensible to directional drilling. In addition, this method 
cannot deal with the changing cross-sectional area; therefore, the complex geometric 
features of the BHA cannot be completely captured.  
FEM can solve beam wave equations with a high-fidelity, weak-form solution. 
Although more computationally expensive when compared with the other two methods, 
the advantages of FEM are significant. Using FEM, six DOF vibrations and dynamics 
along the entire drill-string can be accurately obtained. In addition, FEM models can 
easily incorporate comprehensive boundary conditions and reproduce realistic drilling 
scenarios; therefore, has gained a wide application in drill-string dynamic analysis. In 
[54], Millheim et. al. presented a three-dimensional dynamic FEM model to study the 
propagating tendency of the bit and gained an increased accuracy compared with its static 
counterpart. In [55], Khulief et. al. developed an FEM model for drill-string using the 
Lagrangian method. An order reduction was also achieved through modal transformation. 
In [56], Ritto et. al. modeled the uncertainties of bit-rock interactions in the finite element 
analysis of drill-string vibration. The aforementioned FEM models and most research in 
this field still focus on vertical wells where the drill-string vibrates around its natural 
position linearly. With respect to directional drilling, the bending displacements are large; 
therefore, the geometry nonlinearity cannot be neglected. In [57], a four DOF FEM 
model was implemented for directional drilling considering drill-string and wellbore 
interaction. However, the internal force associated with large bending is ignored. In [42], 
Tan proposed an FEM model to investigate the static force applied on a directional drill-
string using displacement decomposition to account for large drill-string displacement. 
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However, the developed model is stationary, thus unable to deal with the dynamic 
vibration problem. Another shortcoming of current research is oversimplifying the 
boundary conditions, especially the external forces applied on the bit. This 
oversimplification could result in misrepresentation of the drill-string dynamics. It is 
necessary to develop a comprehensive modeling framework to adequately consider both 
drill-string dynamics and bit forces. 
1.5. Drilling Vibration Mitigation 
As discussed in earlier sections, drilling vibrations can cause fatigue failure of 
downhole tools, cause damage to the wellbore, and reduce rate of penetrate (ROP, to 
measure drilling rate). To increase drilling efficiency and reduce drilling cost. Many 
methods have been proposed to mitigate drilling vibrations.    
1.5.1. Passive Method 
Passive methods do not use any external power but improve the inherent system 
to reduce drilling vibrations [58]. This can be achieved through bit redesign, adding a 
vibration absorber and changing the BHA structure. In [59], Barton et. al. presented a 
new PDC bit to reduce drilling vibration. The proposed PDC bit has 6 blades with 16 mm 
cutters, and a tapered structure used to reduce friction. In [60], Pessier et. al. presented a 
hybrid bit which can take as high WOB as a roller-cone bit and can sustain revolutions 
per minute (RPM) comparable to a PDC bit. Based on the test results, this bit can reduce 
stick-slip at low RPM and reduce whirl at high RPM. In [61], Schwefe et. al. developed a 
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PDC bit to mitigate stick-slip vibration. The TOB can be reduced by drilling with a 
manageable depth of cut (DOC). 
The vibration absorber is a device to provide additional damping to BHA 
structure [62]. When shock happens, it is able to dissipate the impulse energy inputted to 
BHA and smoothen the drilling process. This device can be used in both axial and 
torsional directions. In [63], a vibration absorber is installed, and the test results indicate 
a reduction of severe vibration by 46%.  
Another passive method is changing BHA design. The underlying idea is to make 
BHA natural frequencies different from the operating RPM and avoid resonance. In [64], 
Dareing et. al. found BHA axial and torsional natural frequencies can fall into drill-string 
operating RPM which can cause resonance. To avoid this problem, the authors proposed 
to increase the lengths of the drill-collar and the heavy drill-pipe to reduce BHA natural 
frequency. In a series of work from Exxonmobil [45][46], Bailey et. al. modified BHA 
lateral dynamics through changing stabilizer positions. In a redesigned BHA, the near-bit 
stabilizer was removed and the roller ream was moved up to the heavy wall drill-pipe. 
According to field tests, the new BHA had less lateral and torsional vibrations, and the 
average ROP was also significantly increased. 
1.5.2. Active Method 
Active methods reduce downhole vibrations through adjusting operating 
parameters. Based on field observations [65], stick-slip usually happens at low RPM and 
high WOB; forward whirl tends to appear at high RPM and low WOB; backward whirl is 
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more likely to occur at high RPM and high WOB. Accordingly, these vibrations can be 
avoided by carefully operating the drill-string with medium WOB and RPM. However, 
overly adjusting RPM and WOB can sacrifice the potential of increasing ROP with less 
conservative RPM and WOB [58]. A higher-level active method is to adjust the top drive 
(or rotary table) torque and speed to reduce downhole vibrations especially the stick-slip 
vibration. Active methods can cure stick-slip vibration more effectively than the passive 
methods [33]. 
In [66], a robust 𝐻∞  linear controller was implemented to suppress stick-slip 
oscillation and to improve the transient behavior of the drilling system. In [67] and [68], a 
sliding model control was implemented to suppress stick-slip considering external 
disturbances. In [69], the authors developed a controller based on back-stepping 
technique to stabilize stick-slip vibration, and an observer is designed to estimate the 
unmeasurable states. Among many controllers developed by industry and academy, two 
kinds of control strategies have achieved commercialization and been applied in real 
drilling rigs: the soft torque method and the soft speed method.  
The underlying idea of the soft torque method is to control top drive (or rotary 
table) torque to make it work as an energy absorber for torsional waves [70][71]. This can 
be achieved by feeding surface torque fluctuation back into a speed Proportional-Integral 
(PI) controller. As a result, the reflection rate of the torsional waves can be reduced at the 
top drive, which helps to mitigate the stick-slip vibrations. As an additional benefit, the 
smoother bit rotation can also result in a reduction of axial and lateral vibrations [70]. In 
real world applications, the torque signal is hard to measure. Therefore, in [72], Jansen et. 
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al. estimated torque fluctuations indirectly by monitoring motor current and reported 
improved results of the soft torque method. 
The soft speed controller keeps the form of a speed PI controller, where the 
proportional gain and integral gain are carefully selected to damp out torsional vibrations 
at desired frequencies [73]. The frequency where maximum damping happens can be 
determined by tuning the integral gain. Further tuning the proportional gain changes the 
reflection rate of the torsional waves. A small reflection rate can effectively reduce BHA 
stick-slip. However, the speed fluctuation at surface increases as a side effect. 
Accordingly, a certain level of reflection rate needs to be maintained to keep top drive 
speed constant. Hardware-in-the-loop tests and field tests indicate that the soft speed 
method can effectively mitigate BHA stick-slip vibration [73]. Usually, the stick-slip 
frequency is the first torsional natural frequency of a drill-string. In some cases, high 
order modes can be excited. In [74], Kyllingstad selected the absorbing frequency in 
between different modes and balanced the reduction of reflection rate at different 
frequencies.  
1.6. Objectives of This Research 
The objectives of this research are to establish a comprehensive and high-fidelity 
modeling framework for directional drilling analysis and explore methodologies to 
suppress drill-string vibrations. This modeling framework can predict the dynamics of 
drill-string vibrations and help understand the underlying mechanisms subject to these 
vibrations. Based on the modeling result, top drive controllers will be developed and 
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BHA structure optimizations will be performed to mitigate the undesired drill-string 
dynamics.   
1.7. Outline of This Dissertation  
This dissertation studies drill-string modeling, design, and control. The high-
fidelity FEM is implemented to model directional drill-strings and a comprehensive 
boundary condition is applied to simulate realistic drilling scenarios. Both static and 
dynamic analyses are carried out using the proposed modeling framework. The static 
simulation can obtain the drill-string internal force as well as drilling torque and drag. 
The dynamic simulation can provide an insight of the mechanism of drilling vibrations. 
For BHA structure design, its dynamic performance is evaluated using vibration indices. 
With an objective to minimize these indices, an algorithm is proposed to relocate BHA 
stabilizers for vibration suppression. With proper model reduction, such as using lumped-
parameter models and reduced order FEM models, controllers are designed to actively 
mitigate the stick-slip vibrations. The above topics are discussed in five chapters as 
follows.   
Chapter 2, Directional Well Trajectory, studies the approach to generate the three-
dimensional well trajectory. Well trajectory plays an important role in directional drilling 
analysis. Drill-string displacement can be conveniently represented with reference to the 
well trajectory. Additionally, the well trajectory along with well clearance also 
determines the boundaries for interaction between the drill-string and wellbore. However, 
there is no convenient sensor that is able to measure the continuous well trajectory; 
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therefore, interpolation algorithms become necessary. In this chapter, the minimum 
curvature method is discussed, which obtains continuous well trajectories from discrete 
survey data, such as measured depth (MD, measures the length of well drilled), 
inclination (measures the angle between well and vertical direction), and azimuth 
(measures the angle between well and north direction). 
Chapter 3, Drill-string Finite Element Model, derives finite element methods to 
simulate drill-string statics and dynamics. The large bending of directional drilling 
involves nonlinearities to drill-string vibrations. To increase computational efficiency, an 
FEM model is developed based on the principle of virtual work, which linearizes drill-
string dynamics around the central axis of a directional well. In addition, a six DOF 
curved beam element is derived to model curved drill-string. Compared with straight 
beam elements, the developed curved beam element is free from discretization error and 
achieves higher accuracies in both static and dynamic analyses. As a result, fewer curved 
beam elements can be used to achieve the same accuracy, which further reduces the 
computational cost.  
Chapter 4, Boundary Condition and Numerical Method, develops the boundary 
conditions for directional drillings, which include models for the top drive and the draw-
works, a model for drill-string and wellbore contact, and a model for bit forces. By 
combining the FEM models and the boundary conditions, a comprehensive modeling 
framework is established for directional drilling. Numerical methods are presented for 
static and dynamic analyses. From static analyses, drilling torque and drag are calculated 
to prevent drilling failure. The strain and stress distributions along the drill-string is 
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obtained to avoid stress concentration. From dynamic analyses, the normal drilling 
scenarios, the stick-slip vibrations, and the whirling vibrations are simulated using the 
proposed FEM modeling framework. Top drive controllers, such as the soft speed 
controller and the soft torque controller are also incorporated as torsional boundary 
conditions. The guidelines for tuning the control parameters are obtained from dynamic 
simulations. 
Chapter 5, BHA Configuration Optimization, proposes a framework to optimize 
BHA structure for vibration suppression. Based on FEM simulations, vibration indices, 
such as the BHA strain energy and the stabilizer side forces, are calculated to formulate 
the cost function. The cost function is nonconvex within the feasible domain; therefore, 
the genetic algorithm (GA) is selected to solve the nonconvex optimization problem. The 
proposed optimization framework can find the optimal solution with a high accuracy and 
low computational effort. After optimization, the BHA strain energy and the stabilizer 
side force are significantly reduced compared to the original design, which proves the 
developed BHA design optimization framework can lead to a significant reduction of 
undesirable drilling dynamics.  
Chapter 6, Reduced Order Model and Control, studies reduced order models for 
fast simulation. First, low order FEM models and modal truncated FEM models are 
developed, which capture drill-string dynamics at low frequencies where stick-slip 
happens. A lumped parameter model is also established, which can represent the first 
mode of a drill-string. Based on the lumped parameter model, dynamic programming (DP) 
is implemented to get the optimal policy that minimizes the stick-slip vibrations. A 
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dimension reduction is also performed to eliminate the dependence of control input on 
BHA rotary speed, which significantly increases the computational efficiency and makes 
online optimization possible.  
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Chapter 2. DIRECTIONAL WELL TRAJECTORY  
2. Hidden 2  
Getting three-dimensional well trajectory is the first step to analyze drilling statics 
and dynamics. With reference to well central axis, drill-string displacements can be 
conveniently represented. Wellbore boundaries can also be determined by the well 
trajectory. However, there is no such sensor that can measure the continuous well 
trajectory; therefore, interpolation is necessary to fill the gap in between discrete survey 
points. Usually, the interval between two consecutive survey points is around 90 ft (the 
length of three drill-pipes) when taking survey with MWD tools. High resolution surveys 
can be taken using the wireline where the interval in between two survey points is less 
than 1 ft. Measured depth, inclination, and azimuth are most used parameters to generate 
a well trajectory, where the measured depth can be determined by calculating the length 
of drill-string, inclination and azimuth can be measured using magnetometer and 
gyroscope.    
2.1. Minimum Curvature Method 
The minimum curvature method is well accepted by oil and gas industry to 
calculate three-dimensional well trajectory. It assumes the adjacent points on the well 
trajectory are connected by circular arcs with the orientation determined by inclination 
and azimuth [75]. This algorithm accepts the measured depth, bit inclination, and bit 
azimuth as inputs and converts them to north-east-vertical (NEV) coordinate to determine 
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the well trajectory. Given an initial position (usually assign [0  0 0]T to rig position for 
initialization), Eq. (2.1) is used to calculate the coordinates of the survey points [75]  
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where 𝒑𝑖, equal to [𝑁 𝐸 𝑉]𝑖
T, is the coordinates of the ith survey point; 𝑠𝑖 is the measured 
depth of the ith survey point; t calculates the tangent direction of a directional well; 𝛼𝑖 is 
the extended angle of the ith segment; ξ is a small positive value, when 𝛼 is close to zero, 
the first equation of Eq. (2.2) becomes singular and the second equation is applied to 
approximate the first one using Taylor expansion. The relationship between the 
measurements and the NEV coordinates is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
In Eq. (2.1), 𝛼𝑖  indicates the extended angle of the well at the i
th segment. 
According to [75], it can be calculated by  
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With 𝛼𝑖, dogleg severity (DLS, in degrees per 100 ft) can be calculated to describe the 
deflecting rate of a directional well, given by  
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Figure 2-1. NEV coordinate frame where N, E, and V coincide with the global axes X, Y, 
and Z 
 
t is tangent to the well trajectory and points to the deeper measured depth. It can be 
obtained from the inclination 𝜃 and the azimuth 𝜙, given by 
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With Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.5), the coordinates of discrete survey points can be 
obtained. In between survey points, interpolation is implemented to get the continuous 
well trajectory. In the segment i, define 𝑆𝑖
∗ as the interpolating length starting from survey 
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point i (so the total MD is 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖
∗ ), and the corresponding extended angle 𝛼𝑖
∗ , well 
tangent direction 𝒕𝑖
∗, and NEV coordinate 𝒑∗ can be determined by 
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Through Eqs. (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8), the continuous well trajectory can be determined. 
Using the minimum curvature method, the well tangent direction t can be proved to be 
continuous, as follows:  
Proposition: well tangent direction t is continuous 
Proof:  
In between survey points: 
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Therefore, t is differentiable in between survey points, which is a sufficient 
condition for continuity.  
At survey point: 
For segment i, we have  
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( )* *0 ,i i i i  = → =t t  
For segment i-1, we have 
( )* *1 1 1 ,i i i i i   − − −= → =t t  
Therefore, t is continuous at survey points.  
Done proof, the tangent direction t is continuous everywhere along the well 
trajectory.   
2.2. Local Coordinate  
Drilling information can be conveniently manifested and comprehended under the 
local coordinate. According to the minimum curvature method, the adjacent survey points 
are assumed to lie on the same arc; therefore, there is a unique unit vector that is 
perpendicular to this arc. The established local coordinate takes this vector as the 
binormal direction to determine the coordinate orientation, as illustrated in Figure 2-2.  
At nodes j and  j+1, the tangent directions tj and tj+1 can be obtained from Eq. 
(2.7). The binormal direction bj at node j is perpendicular to tj and tj+1; therefore, it can be 
determined by  
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where 𝛼𝑗  is the extended angle between nodes j and j+1. The normal direction nj is 
perpendicular to tangent direction tj and binormal direction bj, given by  
 j j j= n b t   (2.10) 
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where nj points to the center of the arc connected by nodes j and j+1. 
N (X)
E (Y)
V (Z)
tj (x)
ɑj 
tj+1 
nj (y)
bj (z)
 
Figure 2-2. Global and local coordinates 
Vectors can be transformed from the local coordinate xyz to the global coordinate 
XYZ using a three-dimensional rotation matrix [𝑇𝑟]
T ([𝑇𝑟]
T = [𝑇𝑟]
−1), given by  
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where cos(𝑥, 𝑋) is the cosine between the local x direction and the global X direction, the 
same is applied to other terms. Defining the north, east, and vertical directions as the 
global X axis, Y axis, and Z axis and defining the tangent, normal, and binormal 
directions as the local x axis, y axis, and z axis, [𝑇𝑟] can be rewritten as 
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where tT, nT, and bT are the row vectors of t, n, and b, respectively. [𝑇𝑟] can also be 
obtained from Rodrigues’ formula [76][77] and the third-node method. The latter method 
determines the orientation of a beam using an additional node outside that beam. The 
large lateral displacement of directional drill-string makes it possible to find such third 
node without causing singularity.  
2.3. Simulation and Verification 
In order to validate the minimum curvature method, a three-dimensional well is 
created and sampled with an interval of 100 ft. Then the sampled measured depth, 
inclination, and azimuth are fed into Eqs.  (2.1) and (2.8) to obtain the NEV coordinates 
of the survey points and the continuous well trajectory. The result is illustrated in Figure 
2-3. 
The deflection of the trajectory obtained by the minimum curvature method from 
the original trajectory is illustrated in Figure 2-4.  This error is very negligible 
considering the well geometric size. This result verifies the application of the minimum 
curvature method to generate a continuous well trajectory. 
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Figure 2-3. Comparison between original trajectory and trajectory calculated from 
minimum curvature method (MCM) 
 
Figure 2-4. Error of the calculated trajectory 
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For better visualization, a three-view diagram is also provided. Figure 2-5 and 
Figure 2-6 give an example of a three-dimensional well trajectory obtained using the 
minimum curvature method and the corresponding three-view diagram. The survey data 
are provided in Table 2-1. 
 
Figure 2-5. Three-dimensional well trajectory 
 
In field, DLS, build rate (inclination change per 100 ft), and walk rate (azimuth 
change per 100 ft) are commonly used to interpret well deflecting rate. Using the same 
survey data, these parameters are calculated against measured depth. The result is 
illustrated in Figure 2-7.  
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Figure 2-6. Three-view diagram of well trajectory 
 
Figure 2-7. DLS, walk rate, and build rate against measured depth 
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Measured 
depth [ft] 
Inclination 
[o] 
Azimuth 
[o] 
Measured 
depth [ft] 
Inclination 
[o] 
Azimuth 
[o] 
0 0 0 1826 90 0 
152 0 0 1978 90 0 
304 0 0 2130 90 0 
456 0 0 2283 90 15 
608 11 0 2435 90 30 
760 25 0 2587 90 45 
913 31 0 2739 90 60 
1065 45 0 2891 90 75 
1217 50 0 3044 90 90 
1370 67 0 3196 90 90 
1522 77 0 3348 90 90 
1674 87 0 3500 90 90 
Table 2-1. Survey data of the test well 
2.4. Summary  
Drill-string displacements can be conveniently described with reference to well 
central axis; therefore, knowing the well trajectory is essential in analyzing drill-string 
dynamics. However, no such sensor exists that can measure the continuous well 
trajectory. This chapter discusses the minimum curvature method which can obtain the 
continuous well trajectory from discrete survey measurements. It is proved that the 
obtained trajectory is not only continuous but also smooth (derivative is continuous). The 
simulation results indicate a high accuracy of using the minimum curvature method to get 
the well trajectory. In addition, the DLS, walk rate, and build rate, which are commonly 
used by drilling industry to represent well geometries, can be conveniently represented 
using the minimum curvature method.   
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Chapter 3.  DRILL-STRING FINITE ELEMENT MODEL  
3. Hidden 3  
The FEM can solve one-dimensional wave equations with high-fidelity, weak-
form solutions. Though more computationally intensive, the FEM models can easily 
incorporate comprehensive boundary conditions and reproduce realistic drilling scenarios. 
Through meshing along drill-string axial direction, the six DOF dynamics of the entire 
drill-string can be obtained. In this chapter, three methods are used to develop the 
dynamic FEM models, in which Section 3.1 implements the Lagrangian method to 
develop a dynamic FEM equation for vertical drilling; Section 3.2 develops a dynamic 
model for directional drilling using the principle of virtual work; and Section 3.3 models 
directional drilling dynamic based on the curved beam theorem, where the assumed strain 
field method is applied for finite element approximation. Considering the length-to-
thickness ratio of a drill-string is very high, the Euler-Bernoulli beam, which neglects the 
shear deformations, can accurately model drill-string mechanics and is used throughout 
this chapter.  
v
θxθy
θz
y
z
x
u
w
 
Figure 3-1. Straight Euler-Bernoulli beam 
Part of this chapter was published in: 1. Feng, T., et al. "A Finite Element Method with Full Bit-Force Modeling to Analyze Drillstring 
Vibration." Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control 139.9 (2017): 091016; 2. Feng, T., et. al. "Dynamic Modeling of Directional 
Drillstring: A Linearized Model Considering Well Profile." Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control 140.6 (2018): 061005; 3. Feng, T., 
Bakshi, S. Gu, Q. Chen, D. “A Finite Element Modeling Framework for Curved Beam Dynamics Considering Nonlinearities and Contacts”. Journal of 
Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics. doi: 10.1115/1.4043452.  
The author contributes to develop the finite element model for drill-string  
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Figure 3-1 illustrates a straight Euler-Bernoulli beam. The bending angles yield: 
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where 𝜃𝑦  and 𝜃𝑧  are bending angles around y and z axes, respectively. The strain-
displacement relations yield: 
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where 𝜀𝑥  is the axial strain; 𝜅𝑦  and 𝜅𝑧  are bending curvatures in x and y directions, 
respectively; and 𝜏𝑥 is the shear strain caused by beam twist. 
To obtain the dynamic equation for the entire system, the drill-string is firstly 
meshed along axial direction. For each element, a local dynamic equation is established. 
Finally, the system dynamic equation is obtained by combing all local elements under the 
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global coordinate. The interactions between drill-string and wellbore as well as the 
interactions between bit and wellbore are applied as boundary condition.  
3.1. Lagrangian Method 
3.1.1. Drill-string Discretization and Beam Element 
Figure 3-2 illustrates the meshing scheme and beam element of a vertical drill-
string.  
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Figure 3-2. Vertical drill-string finite element discretization and beam element 
As illustrated in Figure 3-2, the position of each element is determined by two 
adjacent nodes with six DOF per node. Accordingly, twelve parameters are needed to 
describe the element displacement vector 𝒖𝒆, given by 
 
T
, , , 1 1 , 1 , 1 , 1i i i x i y i z i i i i x i x i x iu v w u v w     + + + + + =  eu   (3.7) 
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where [∙]T is matrix transpose; 𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑖, and 𝑤𝑖 represent the displacements of node i along 
local 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, and 𝑧𝑖 directions, respectively; 𝜃𝑥,𝑖, 𝜃𝑦,𝑖, and 𝜃𝑧,𝑖 represent the local rotations 
of node i along 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , and 𝑧𝑖  axes, respectively. Using shape function matrix [𝑁]
T 
(dimension 6 × 12 ), displacement vector u, equals to [𝑢 𝑣 𝑤 𝜃𝑥 𝜃𝑦 𝜃𝑧]
T
, can be 
determined using 
  
TT
N  = =  e u v w θx θy θz eu u N N N N N N u   (3.8) 
where 𝑵𝒖, 𝑵𝒗, 𝑵𝒘, 𝑵𝜽𝒙 , 𝑵𝜽𝒚, and 𝑵𝜽𝒛 are vectors composed by shape functions. Because 
the highest order of the governing partial differential equations is second order (to 
describe the bending dynamics), a cubic polynomial Hermite interpolation is used to 
construct the shape function matrix.  
3.1.2.  Stiffness Matrix 
The local dynamic equation is derived with the extended Hamilton’s principle, 
given by  
 ( )
2
1
0
t
t
V T W dt − − =   (3.9) 
where V is the strain energy; T is the kinetic energy; and W is the work done by external 
force. The stiffness matrix is derived from strain energy manipulation. The strain energy 
of a Euler-Bernoulli beam yields:   
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( )T
0
2 2 2 2
0
1
diag
2
    
2 2 2 2
e
e
l
l
x x y z
V EA GI EI EI dx
GIEA EI EI
dx

   
  =   
 
= + + + 
 


 
  (3.10) 
where 𝜺, equals to [𝜀𝑥 𝜏𝑥 𝜅𝑦 𝜅𝑧]
T
, is the strain vector; 𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒕 is the internal force vector; 𝑙𝑒 
is the length of the element; E is the Young’s modulus of the material; G is the shear 
modulus; A is the cross-sectional area; I is the bending moment; 𝐼𝜌  is the torsional 
moment; 𝜀𝑥, 𝜏𝑥, 𝜅𝑦 and 𝜅𝑧 are given in Eqs. (3.3) through (3.6). The first term of the right 
side is the axial strain energy, the second term is the torsional strain energy and the last 
two terms are the bending strain energy. The shear deformation is ignored according to 
Euler-Bernoulli beam assumption.  
Substituting Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (3.10), the partial derivative of the strain energy V 
with respect to 𝒖𝒆 is given by 
 
( )
( )
T T T T
0
T T T
0
          
e
e
l
l
x
V
EA GI EI EI dx
F dx

         = + + +
 
      + + +
 


x x y y z zu u θ θ θ θ θ θ e
e
u u v v w w e
N N N N N N N N u
u
N N N N N N u
  (3.11) 
where [∙]′is the derivative with respect to x; 𝐹𝑥 is the axial internal force of the element. 
The first term of Eq. (3.11) is linear with displacement 𝒖𝒆. The coefficient matrix is 
therefore the linear stiffness matrix [𝑘𝑒,𝑙], where 
 ( )T T T T,
0
el
e l uk EA GI EI EI dx         = + + +   x x y y z zu θ θ θ θ θ θN N N N N N N N   (3.12) 
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The second term of Eq. (3.11) is dependent on beam axial internal force 𝐹𝑥 . The 
corresponding nonlinear stiffness matrix [𝑘𝑒,𝑛] is given by   
 ( )T T T,
0
el
e n xk F dx       = + +   u u v v w wN N N N N N   (3.13) 
The final element stiffness matrix [𝑘𝑒] can be obtained by adding [𝑘𝑒,𝑙] and [𝑘𝑒,𝑛]:  
   , ,e e l e nk k k   = +      (3.14) 
3.1.3.  Mass and Damping Matrices 
The mass matrix is derived from kinetic energy T, which is expressed as 
 
( )
( )
T
0
2 2 2 2
0
1
diag 0 0
2
    
2
e
e
l
l
x
T A A A I dx
A u v w I dx


   


  =   
 = + + +
 


u u
  (3.15) 
where [∙]̇ is the derivative with respect to time; the ﬁrst three terms of the right side of Eq. 
(3.15) represent the translational kinetic energy and the fourth term indicates the 
rotational kinetic energy. The bending kinetic energy is ignored according to Euler-
Bernoulli beam assumption. Substituting Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (3.15), the derivative of 
kinetic energy is given by 
 ( )T T T T
0
eld T
A I dx
dt


 = + + +
   x xu u v v w w θ θ e
e
N N N N N N N N u
u
  (3.16) 
Because the derivative of kinetic energy is proportional to acceleration ?̈?𝒆, the coefficient 
of acceleration is the local mass matrix, [𝑚𝑒], where 
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   ( )T T T T
0
el
em A I dx  = + + +  x xu u v v w w θ θN N N N N N N N   (3.17) 
Rayleigh damping [78] is applied to obtain the damping matrix [𝑑𝑒] 
    ,e e l ed k m  = +    (3.18) 
where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are given constants. Finally, the local dynamic equation can be rewritten 
as  
      e e ek d m+ + =e e e eu u u f   (3.19) 
where ?̇?𝒆  and ?̈?𝒆  are velocity vector and acceleration vector of the beam element, 
respectively; and 𝒇𝒆  is the external force under the local coordinate. This section is 
published in [26], which can be referred for further study.  
3.2. Principle of Virtual Work  
In Section 3.1, a dynamic equation is established for vertical drilling using the 
Lagrangian method. Vertical drilling can be categorized as a small displacement problem 
in which the geometry nonlinearity can be neglected. However, the displacement of 
directional drill-string is large where both elastic deformation and rigid body translation 
and rotation contribute to the final displacement. The common practice to deal with 
geometry nonlinearity caused by large displacement is through iterative method [79], 
which is computationally expensive. In this case, the three-dimensional well trajectory is 
obtained beforehand and the drill-string strain remains small which is up bounded by the 
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available DLS. Accordingly, a linear form can be kept after eliminating the translational 
motions.  
3.2.1.  Drill-string Discretization 
Setting well central axis as reference, the directional drill-string is discretized as 
Figure 3-3, where X, Y, and Z are the axes of the global coordinate. They coincide with 
the north, east, and vertical directions of the NEV coordinate, respectively; 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, and 𝑧𝑖 
are the axes of the ith local coordinate; u, v, and w are the displacements of a given 
element point in 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , and 𝑧𝑖  directions, respectively; 𝜃𝑥 , 𝜃𝑦 , and 𝜃𝑧  are the angular 
displacements of that point in 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖, and 𝑧𝑖 directions, respectively; [𝑇𝑟] is the rotation 
matrix and [N]T is the shape function matrix defined in Eq. (3.8). 
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Figure 3-3. Directional drill-string finite element discretization and beam element 
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3.2.2. Virtual Work of Internal Force 
This research assumes that the overall displacement of a drill-string is contributed 
by two components: an initial displacement from straight state to the position coincident 
with the central axis of the well and a second displacement within the wellbore wall 
driven by the unbalanced force [42]. Corresponding to the aforementioned two 
displacements, the resulted internal force 𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒕 can be written as 
 
T
0 1 x y zx y z
F F F T M M   = + =  int
f f f   (3.20) 
where 𝒇0  and 𝒇1  are caused by the initial displacement and the second displacement, 
respectively; 𝐹𝑥  is the force in axial direction; 𝐹𝑦  and 𝐹𝑧  are the shear forces in lateral 
directions; 𝑇𝜃𝑥  is the torsion in axial direction; and 𝑀𝜃𝑦  and 𝑀𝜃𝑧  are the bending 
moments. The Euler-Bernoulli beam model includes the effect of shear force; however, 
no deformation is resulted; therefore, no strain energy is produced. In deriving the 
governing equations, the shear stresses are set to zero to eliminate the associated strain 
energy. This manipulation can simplify matrix calculation without influencing the ability 
of the proposed model to calculate shear forces. For the rest of this section, Eq. (3.21) is 
applied to represent the internal force  
 
T
0 1 x y zx
F T M M   = + =  int
f f f   (3.21) 
The second displacement u is with respect to well central axis and can be 
represented as 
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T
x y zu v w    =  u   (3.22) 
where each component of u is defined in Figure 3-3. u is a small displacement and obeys 
Eqs. (3.1) through (3.6). The internal force caused by u yields: 
 ( )diag1 EA GI EI EI =  f    (3.23) 
where 𝜺, equals to [𝜀𝑥 𝜏𝑥 𝜅𝑦 𝜅𝑧]
T
, is the strain vector. Assuming a drill-string element in 
dynamic equilibrium is subject to a small virtual displacement 𝛿𝒖, the virtual work 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡 
done by internal force is given by 
 ( ) ( ) ( )T T T0 1
0 0 0
e e el l l
intW dx dx dx  = = +  intf f f     (3.24) 
The high order terms are ignored to calculate the virtual work done by 𝒇𝟎, where  
 ( )  T T
0 0
0 0
e el l
dx N dx   =  
  e
f u f   (3.25) 
 ( )diag0 0EA GI EI EI =  f    (3.26) 
Substituting Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (3.23), the virtual work done by 𝒇𝟏 can be expressed as 
( ) ( )
( )
T T T T T T
1
0 0
T T T T
0
                         
e e
e
l l
l
x
dx EA GI EI EI dx
F dx
 

        = + + +
 
      + + +
 
 

x x y y z ze u u θ θ θ θ θ θ e
e u u v v w w e
f u N N N N N N N N u
u N N N N N N u

 
 (3.27) 
where 𝐹𝑥 is the axial internal force of the element.   
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3.2.3.  Virtual Work of External Force 
The inertial force 𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒆 is considered when calculating the external force; therefore, 
the virtual work of the general external force can be expressed as 
 
( ) ( )  ( )
 ( )    ( )( )
T T T
0 0 0
TT T
0 0
       
e e e
e e
l l l
ext
l l
W dx dx dx
N dx N N dx
  
 
= − = − 
= − 
  
 
ext ine ext
e ext e e
u f f u f u u
u f u u
  (3.28) 
   ( )diag 0 0A A A I     =     (3.29) 
where 𝒇𝒆𝒙𝒕 is the distribution of external force (if an external force fc is centralized, its 
distribution is fc(x)δ(x) where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function) and ρ is the body density of 
the material. The bending kinetic energy is ignored according to Euler-Bernoulli beam 
assumption.  
3.2.4.  Dynamic Equation 
According to the principle of virtual work, the virtual work of external force Wext 
is equal to the virtual work of internal force Wint. Dividing 𝛿𝒖𝒆
T from the right side of Eqs. 
(3.24) and (3.28) produces 
 ( )  , ,e l e n ek k m   + + = −    e e e eu u f r   (3.30) 
with  
 ( )T T T T,
0
el
e lk EA GI EI EI dx         = + + +   x x y y z zu u θ θ θ θ θ θN N N N N N N N   (3.31) 
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 ( )T T T,
0
el
e n xk F dx       = + +   u u v v w wN N N N N N   (3.32) 
      ( )T
0
el
em N N dx=    (3.33) 
  ( )
0
el
N dx= e extf f   (3.34) 
  
0
0
el
N dx =  
 e
r f   (3.35) 
where 𝒇𝒆  is the equivalent nodal force of external excitation and 𝒓𝒆  is the equivalent 
nodal force of initial displacement; [𝑘𝑒,𝑙], [𝑘𝑒,𝑛], and [𝑚𝑒] hold the same formulation as 
Eqs. (3.12), (3.13), and (3.17). Similar to Eq. (3.18), a Rayleigh damping is added to 
stabilize the dynamic system and Eq. (3.30) is transformed to 
 ( )    , ,e l e n e e ek k d m   + + + = −    e e e eu u u f r   (3.36) 
Based on the preceding analysis, a dynamic equation is established for the beam element 
where the large displacement occurring during directional drilling is taken into 
consideration. This section is published in [80], which can be referred for further study. 
3.3. Assumed Strain Field Method 
Based on the review in Section 1.4, a variety of FEM models have been proposed 
to analyze the static and dynamic responses of drilling tools. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, 
FEM equations are also established for drilling dynamics. The above approaches use 
straight beam elements to approximate the drill-pipe and BHA. This approximation 
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works well for quasi-vertical wells even with limited element numbers. However, when it 
comes to unconventional drilling where large curvature occurs, it will require fine-grid 
meshing to obtain an accurate approximation. In order to improve the modeling accuracy 
with fewer elements and computational cost, the curved beam element is investigated to 
model directional drilling. Based on the assumption of the minimum curvature method, 
the directional well trajectory is connected by circular arcs. Accordingly, meshing the 
curved drill-string with curved beam elements can also contribute to eliminate the 
discretization error.  
According to Section 3.2, formulating directional drilling dynamics is converted 
into a small displacement problem by linearizing the system dynamics around the well 
central axis. Under the assumption of small displacements, this section derives a finite 
element based on the curved Euler-Bernoulli beam and the assumed strain field method is 
applied to obtain the shape functions, which provides better performance than 
conventional polynomial functions [81][82]. Compared to the geometrically exact beam 
[83][84], the Euler-Bernoulli beam (also the Timoshenko beam) is more efficient for 
small displacement problems since the finite rotations can be ignored. The numerical 
discretization and the implementation of Euler-Bernoulli beam elements (also the 
Timoshenko beam elements) are also more straightforward [85]. Compared to existing 
elements [86]-[90], the developed finite element is more generic as it analyzes both in-
plane and out-of-plane dynamics of curved beams. In addition, the nonlinear geometric 
stiffness is derived, which enables the stability analysis of compressed curved structures. 
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Integrating the geometric stiffness, the contact model and the numerical method with the 
curved beam element, the post-buckling behavior of curved structures can be predicted.  
3.3.1.  Curved Beam Theorem 
Figure 3-4 illustrates a curved beam element, where u, v, and w are nodal 
displacements in local x, y, and z directions, respectively; 𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑦, and 𝜃𝑧 are rotations in x, 
y, and z directions, respectively; R is the radius of the curve; s denotes the curved beam 
length; 𝜑, equals to 𝑠/𝑅, is the extended angle.   
R
φ
s
-φ0 φ0
x(u,θx)
y(v,θy)
z(w,θz)
 
Figure 3-4. Curved Euler-Bernoulli beam 
Since the length-to-thickness ratio of the drill-string is very high, the Euler-
Bernoulli beam assumption is applied, where the in-plane and out-plane bending angles 
yield: 
 
y
dw
ds
 = −   (3.37) 
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z
dv u
ds R
 = −   (3.38) 
The strain-displacement relations yield:  
 
,x l
du v
ds R
 = +   (3.39) 
 
y x
y
d
ds R
 
 = −   (3.40) 
 z
z
d
ds

 =   (3.41) 
 
yx
x
d
ds R

 = +   (3.42) 
where 𝜀𝑥,𝑙 is the axial strain considering only the linear terms; 𝜅𝑦 and 𝜅𝑧 are the out-of-
plane and in-plane bending curvatures; and 𝜏𝑥 is the torsional shear strain. The higher 
order terms of the axial strain will be discussed later in Section 3.3.3.  
3.3.2.  Curved Beam Finite Element 
The assumed strain field method is applied to obtain the shape functions. In [91], 
a constant strain and constant curvature field, and a constant strain and linear curvature 
field are applied to develop the curved beam elements. It is seen that the constant strain 
and linear curvature field generates a more accurate result, whereas a higher order strain 
field can lead to singularity of the shape functions. Therefore, a constant strain and linear 
curvature field is assumed in this paper, where the axial strain 𝜀𝑥,𝑙 and torsional shear 
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strain 𝜏𝑥  are constant, and the bending curvatures 𝜅𝑦  and 𝜅𝑧  change linearly with 𝜑 , 
given by 
 
, 4 5x l a a = +   (3.43) 
 
6x b =   (3.44) 
 4 5y Rb b = +   (3.45) 
 
6 5z a R a R = − −   (3.46) 
where 𝑎4, 𝑎5, 𝑎6, 𝑏4, 𝑏5, and 𝑏6 are constant coefficients. Substituting Eqs.(3.37), (3.38) 
and (3.43)-(3.46) into Eqs. (3.39)-(3.42) and replacing 𝑠 with 𝑅𝜑, we have 
 
4 5
62
2
4 52 2
2
6 52
x
x
du v
a a
Rd R
d dw
b
Rd R d
d w
Rb b
R d R
d v du
a a
Rd Rd


 




 

+ = +


− =


− − = +


 − = − −


  (3.47) 
Solving the ordinary differential equations with respect to 𝜑 in Eq. (3.47), the 
displacements and rotations can be represented as  
 ( )A =   u a   (3.48) 
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( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2
3 2
2
2
2
sin cos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
cos sin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 sin cos 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 sin cos 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 cos sin 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
A
R
R R R R
R R R R
R R R R
R R
R R


  
  
   
  
 


=  
 
− 
 
− 
 − − −
 
− − − 
 
 
 
− − − − 
 
 (3.49) 
  
T
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6                                 a a a a a a b b b b b b=a   (3.50) 
where 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, and 𝑏3 are constant coefficients, derived by solving Eq. (3.47). 
The assumed strain field is chosen according to Eqs. (3.43)-(3.46) so that the obtained 
coefficient matrix [𝐴(𝜑)] has consistent units. Eq. (3.48) holds everywhere within that 
element including the two end points. Assuming the curved beam element ranges from 
−𝜑0 to 𝜑0 as illustrated in Figure 3-4, the end node displacements can be written as   
 
( )
( )
,1 0
,2 0
A
A


−  
=   
   
e
e
u
a
u
  (3.51) 
where 𝒖𝒆,1 and 𝒖𝒆,2 are displacement vectors at two end nodes. Combining Eq. (3.48) 
and Eq. (3.51), the shape function [𝑁𝑐] for curved beam element can be obtained 
   ( )
( )
( )
1
,10
,20
c
A
N A
A



−
−   
= =       
  
e
e
e
u
u u
u
  (3.52) 
with  
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   ( )
( )
( )
1
0
0
c
A
N A
A



−
− 
=     
 
  (3.53) 
In Eq. (3.53), the shape function [𝑁𝑐] becomes singular in the case of straight beam 
element; therefore, using curved beam element only is not sufficient to model the whole 
directional drill-string. In this research, a hybrid model which integrates the curved beam 
element and the straight beam element is applied for drilling dynamics calculation.  
Substituting Eq. (3.54) into Eqs. (3.55)-(3.56), the element strain vector 𝜺 can be 
obtained as 
 ( )
T
, =x l z x y B     =     eu   (3.57) 
where  
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

−
 
 
    − − −  
  =    
      
 
  
  (3.58) 
With [𝑁𝑐] and [𝐵(𝜑)] as defined earlier, the stiffness and mass matrices can be derived 
using the Lagrangian method. The linear stiffness matrix [𝑘𝑙,𝑒]  of the curved beam 
element is given by 
 ( )   ( )
0
0
T
,l e Ek B B Rd


  
−
  =             (3.59) 
where [Λ𝐸] is equal to diag([𝐸𝐴  𝐸𝐼  𝐺𝐼𝜌  𝐸𝐼]), 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus, 𝐺 is the shear 
modulus, 𝐼 is the second moment of area in the flexural direction, and 𝐼𝜌 is the second 
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moment of area in torsional direction. The mass matrix [𝑚𝑒] of the curved beam element 
is given by  
   ( ) ( )
0
0
T
e c cm N N Rd



  
−
 =            (3.60) 
where [Λ𝜌] is equal to diag([𝜌𝐴  𝜌𝐴  𝜌𝐴  𝜌𝐼𝜌  𝜌𝐼  𝜌𝐼]), and 𝜌 is the material density. The 
Rayleigh damping is applied to get the damping matrix [𝑑𝑒].  
3.3.3. Geometric Stiffness Matrix of Curved Beam 
In most cases, the linear stiffness matrix is sufficient for both static and dynamic 
analyses. However, when the beam is under a compression force that is larger than its 
buckling threshold, the effect of higher order terms becomes significant, and should be 
included in the stiffness matrix. Considering the effect of second order terms, the axial 
strain of a curved beam yields  
 
2 2 2
, ,
1
2
x x l x n
du v dv u du v dw
ds R ds R ds R ds
  
      
= + = + + − + + +      
       
  (3.61) 
where 𝜀𝑥,𝑙  is the linear term of the axial strain, as given in Eq. (3.43); and 𝜀𝑥,𝑛 is the 
second order term of the axial strain. Since 𝜀𝑥,𝑙 is the dominant term in 𝜀𝑥 and 𝜀𝑥,𝑛
2 ≪
2𝜀𝑥,𝑙𝜀𝑥,𝑛, the strain energy 𝑈𝑛 due to 𝜀𝑥,𝑛 can be obtained by neglecting the fourth order 
term 𝜀𝑥,𝑛
2, given by 
 
0
0
2 2 2
n x
dv u du v dw
U F Rd
ds R ds R ds



−
      
= − + + +      
       
   (3.62) 
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where 𝐹𝑥 is the axial internal force. Substituting Eq. (3.52) into Eq. (3.62) and taking the 
partial derivative of 𝑈𝑛 with respective to 𝒖𝒆, the geometric stiffness matrix [𝑘𝑛,𝑒] of the 
element can be obtained as 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )0
0
T
,
n
x n e
U
F Rd k


  
−

 = =    e e ee
V V u u u
u
  (3.63) 
 
with 
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V   (3.65) 
With the geometric stiffness matrix, the buckling behavior and stability of curved 
structures can be analyzed. The geometric stiffness matrix is nonlinear since it is 
dependent on the axial internal force 𝐹𝑥. In Section 4.2, numerical methods are discussed 
to solve the nonlinear static and dynamic problems. The development of the curved beam 
element and corresponding numerical analyses can be found in reference [92][93].  
3.4.  System Dynamics Under Global Coordinate 
3.4.1. Matrix Rotation and Combination 
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In Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, dynamic equations are established for local beam 
elements. The global dynamic equation for the entire system can be obtained by 
combining the local stiffness, mass, and damping matrices. A rotation matrix is created 
earlier in Section 2.2 to transform vectors from local coordinates to the global coordinate, 
given by  
  
T
X x
Y r y
Z z
a a
a T a
a a
   
   =
   
      
  (3.66) 
where 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑦, and 𝑎𝑧 are vector components in local x, y, and z directions; 𝑎𝑋, 𝑎𝑌, and 𝑎𝑍 
are vector components in global X, Y, and Z directions.  
The global element mass matrix [𝑀𝑒] (dimension 12 × 12) can be transformed 
from [𝑚𝑒] through 
  
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   
         
=    
         
            
  (3.67) 
where [𝑇𝑟,1] and [𝑇𝑟,2] (dimension 3 × 3) are rotation matrices of the two end nodes. The 
global linear stiffness matrix for element [𝐾𝑒,𝑙], nonlinear stiffness matrix for element 
[𝐾𝑒,𝑛], and the global damping matrix for element [𝐷𝑒] can be obtained from their local 
counterparts using the same approach.  
By assembling the global element matrices, the global mass matrix for system 
[𝑀], linear stiffness matrix for system [𝐾𝑙], nonlinear stiffness matrix for system [𝐾𝑛],  
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and damping matrix for system [𝐷]  can be obtained. For [𝑀] , for example, the 
assembling process is given by 
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with  
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   
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i i
i e e
e i i
e e
M M
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M M
 
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  (3.69) 
where the superscript i denotes the element number; and N is the number of elements. 
Finally, the system dynamic equation can be expressed as 
    ( )    l nK K D M+ + + = −U U U F R   (3.70) 
where 𝑼, ?̇?, and ?̈? are system displacement vector, velocity vector, and acceleration 
vector, respectively; F and R are the external force vector and the initial force vector, 
which are transformed from 𝒇𝒆 and 𝒓𝒆 in Eq. (3.36). In this research, the gravity, drill-
string wellbore interaction, top drive force, and bit force are considered by the external 
force vector.  
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3.4.2. Free Vibration and Eigenvalue Problem  
After obtaining the mass and stiffness matrices of a structure, the features of this 
structure can be determined. For a thin beam under compression, it buckles if the axial 
load exceeds the buckling threshold. In FEM, buckling failure is characterized by zero 
and negative eigenvalues of the stiffness matrix. The linear stiffness matrix [𝐾𝑙]  is 
positive definite. However, the nonlinear geometric stiffness matrix [𝐾𝑛]  can have 
negative eigenvalues under compression loads. The minimum axial force which results to 
a zero eigenvalue is the buckling threshold. Higher than that value results to a buckling 
failure.  
The natural frequencies and vibration modes of a system can also be determined 
from the stiffness and mass matrices. For an undamped free vibration system, we have 
     0K M+ =U U   (3.71) 
The natural frequency 𝜔𝑖 and vibration mode 𝝓𝒊 yield: 
    ( )2 0i iM K− + =   (3.72) 
Based on Eq. (3.72), the square of natural frequencies are the eigenvalues of [𝑀]−1[𝐾] 
and the corresponding eigenvectors are the vibration modes. The undamped free vibration 
can be expressed by the combination of vibration modes, given by  
 ( ) 11 21 1 2 2 1 1 n n
i t i ti t i t
n n n nt e e e e
     −− −= + + +U       (3.73) 
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where 𝛼1 to 𝛼𝑛 are coefficients; i is the imaginary number. Let 𝜆𝑖, equals to 𝜔𝑖
2, be the ith 
eigenvalue of [𝑀]−1[𝐾]. If 𝜆𝑖  is positive, ±𝜔𝑖  are real numbers and the corresponding 
vibrations are stable. If 𝜆𝑖 is negative, ±𝜔𝑖 are imaginary and one of 𝑒
𝑖𝜔𝑖𝑡 and 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑖𝑡 is 
unstable. If 𝜆𝑖 is a complex number, its conjugate 𝜆?̅? is also complex. The square roots of 
𝜆𝑖 and 𝜆?̅? are in the format of ±𝑎𝑖 ± 𝑖𝑏𝑖, where two of them are unstable. Therefore, for a 
dynamic system to be stable, the eigenvalues of [𝑀]−1[𝐾] must be positive. Since [𝑀] is 
usually positive definite, the eigenvalues of [𝐾] need to be positive for a system to be 
stable. In this problem, [𝐾] has zero or negative eigenvalues when the beam buckles and 
the dynamic system loses stability. However, realistic drilling scenarios are much more 
complex than beam free vibration. In next chapter, boundary conditions of realistic 
drilling scenarios are developed and incorporated into the FEM modeling framework. 
The corresponding numerical methods are also studied. It is shown that, unlike free 
vibration, the drilling dynamics can keep stable when buckling happens because of the 
support from wellbore.   
3.4.3. Steady State Dynamics 
The dynamic equation considering external force yields 
      K D M+ + =U U U F   (3.74) 
where F is the external force. In steady state, the vibration frequency of the structure 
equals to the frequency of external excitation. In drilling scenario, as the BHA rotates, it 
receives a periodical excitation at a radial frequency of 𝜔. Therefore, during steady state, 
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the excitation force can be expressed as ‖𝑭‖𝑒𝑖𝜔. Decomposing the vibration frequency 𝜔 
and the vibration magnitude 𝚽, yields   
      2 i i i iM e K e i D e e    − + + = F     (3.75) 
And the vibration magnitude 𝚽 can be obtained from 
      ( )
1
2 M K i D 
−
= − + + F   (3.76) 
With Eq. (3.76), the BHA vibration mode shape under a given RPM can be obtained. 
3.5. Simulation and Verification  
In this section, case studies are conducted to verify the proposed FEM models. 
Section 3.5.1 studies the vibration of a straight cantilever, which verifies the FEM model 
proposed in Section 3.1. Section 3.5.2 simulates two large displacement cases to verify 
the method proposed in Section 3.2. The curved beam element developed in Section 3.3 
is simulated in Section 3.5.3.  
3.5.1.  Vibration of a Straight Cantilever 
In this section, the proposed model is applied to analyze the axial, torsional, and 
lateral dynamics of a straight cantilever. The beam parameters are listed in Table 3-1. 
Based on Section 3.4.2, the numerical natural frequencies and vibration modes are 
calculated, where the vibration modes are illustrated in Figure 3-5, and the natural 
frequencies are compared with analytical solutions in Table 3-1. According to Table 3-1 
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and Figure 3-5, the numerical natural frequencies and vibration modes match the 
analytical solutions well in all directions. 
 
Figure 3-5. Vibration modes in axial, torsional, and lateral directions 
 
Parameter Value 
Inner radius 0.0714 [m] 
Outer radius 0.1715 [m] 
Length 51.07 [m] 
Density 7830 [kg/m3] 
Young’s 
modulus 
206.8 [GPa] 
Poisson ratio 0.3 
Table 3-1. Straight cantilever data 
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Natural frequency  Analytical 
[rad/s] 
Numerical 
[rad/s] 
Axial 
 
1st 158.0696 158.0700 
2nd 474.2089 474.2198 
3rd 790.3481 790.3988 
4th 1106.4873 1106.6266 
Torsional 
 
1st 98.0306 98.0309 
2nd 294.0918 294.0987 
3rd 490.1531 490.1846 
4th 686.2143 686.3007 
Bending 
 
1st 0.3216 0.3217 
2nd 2.0158 2.0159 
3rd 5.6450 5.6446 
4th 11.0621 11.0612 
Table 3-2. Natural frequencies, numerical vs. analytical 
3.5.2.  Large Displacement Simulation 
In this section, two case studies are conducted to verify the proposed method in 
dealing with large bending problems. Drill-string bending can be considerable during 
directional drilling; therefore, geometry nonlinearities should be considered. Based on 
Section 3.2.2, the dynamic problem is linearized around the well central axis.  
 
Figure 3-6. Case studies, 𝑀𝑐 is centralized moment and 𝐹𝑐 is centralized force  
As illustrated in Figure 3-6, in the first case, a centralized moment 𝑀𝑐 is applied 
on the free end of a cantilever, formulated by 
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2
c
EI
M n
L

=   (3.77) 
where n is a coefficient ranging from 0 to 1; and I and L are the second moment of area 
and the beam length, respectively. External force 𝑀𝑐 is sufficient to induce large bending 
to the beam. Given the reference displacement, the initial internal force R is calculated 
using Eq. (3.36), and then Eq. (3.70) is implemented to determine the subsequent 
deformation, which should be very small (zero, ideally). Because the external force 𝑀𝑐 is 
static, the displacement can stabilize to a fixed value. Adding this value to initial 
displacement, the overall displacement is obtained as illustrated in Figure 3-7.  
 
Figure 3-7. The large bending of a thin beam under centralized moment 𝑀𝑐 
As illustrated in Figure 3-6, in the second case, a centralized force 𝐹𝑐 is applied on 
the free end of a cantilever, where 
 
2
24
c
EI
F n
L

=   (3.78) 
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With known 𝐹𝑐  and given reference, a small displacement is obtained from Eq. (3.36) 
when reaching dynamic equilibrium, with the results illustrated in Figure 3-8. The 
obtained results in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 are verified by comparing with [94]. 
According to the preceding case studies, the proposed model can accurately capture the 
beam dynamics and the nonlinear behaviors caused by large bending, which makes it 
suitable to solve the directional drilling problem. 
 
Figure 3-8. The large bending of a thin beam under centralized force 𝐹𝑐 
3.5.3. Curved Beam Element  
In this section, simulations and case studies are conducted to verify and validate 
the developed curved beam element. In the first simulation, results from static analysis on 
a curved structure are shown, and the result from the curved beam method is compared 
with the analytical solution as well as the result from the straight beam method. In the 
second simulation, the dynamic performance of the curved beam element is verified 
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through natural frequency calculations. In the third simulation, the nonlinear geometric 
stiffness matrix derived in this paper is included to calculate the structure deformations. 
3.5.3.1. Static Analysis 
As illustrated in Figure 3-9, a half circle is analyzed where the left end is clamped, 
and the right end is loaded. The parameters of the half circle are listed in Table 1, where 
R is the radius of the half circle; A is the cross-sectional area; 𝐼 is the second moment of 
area in flexural direction; 𝐼𝜌 is the second moment of area in torsional direction; E is the 
Young’s modulus; G is the shear modulus; and 𝜌 is the material density.  
Translational forces [𝐹𝑋  𝐹𝑌  𝐹𝑍]
T  (= [104  104  104]T) are applied on the right 
end of the circle and the displacements in three directions [𝛿𝑋  𝛿𝑌  𝛿𝑍]
T  are obtained 
analytically using Castigliano's method [95], given by 
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  (3.79) 
where 𝐹𝑋, 𝐹𝑌, and 𝐹𝑧 are the translational forces in the 𝑋, 𝑌, and 𝑍 directions respectively; 
and 𝛿𝑋, 𝛿𝑌, and 𝛿𝑍 are the displacements in the 𝑋, 𝑌, and 𝑍 directions respectively.  
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Figure 3-9. Structure for static and dynamic analysis 
Parameter Value 
R [m] 20 
A [m2] 1 
I [m4] 0.04 
𝐼𝜌 [m
4] 0.08 
E [GPa] 220 
G [GPa] 91.67 
𝜌 [kg/m3] 8050 
Table 3-3. Simulation parameters 
The analytical result is used as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of 
numerical methods. According to [96], the approximation of this curved structure with 
straight beam elements can converge to the analytical result if the meshing size is fine 
enough. In this study, both the proposed curved element and the classic straight element 
are implemented for analysis. In Table 2, the numerical results with 500 elements are 
calculated and compared with analytical solution. They all converge to the analytical 
values, which verifies the proposed curved beam element and the conclusion from [96]. 
The displacement of the continuous structure is also obtained. As illustrated in Figure 
3-10, the results of the curved beam element and the straight beam element agree well 
with each other when meshing with very fine elements. 
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 Analytical Curved Element Straight Element 
𝛿𝑋 [m] 0.03246178 0.03246300 0.03246323 
𝛿𝑌 [m] 0.06102172 0.06102289 0.06102318 
𝛿𝑍 [m] 0.06568785 0.06568786 0.06568751 
Table 3-4. Comparison with analytical solution 
 
Figure 3-10. Displacement of the continuous structure 
To understand the convergence rate of the curved beam element, the structure in 
Figure 3-9 is meshed with different numbers of elements, ranging from 3 to 30. On the 
right end of the half circle, external forces [𝐹𝑋  𝐹𝑌  𝐹𝑍  𝑇𝑋  𝑀𝑌  𝑀𝑍]
T  ( =
[104  104  104  104  104  104]T), including translational forces 𝐹𝑋 , 𝐹𝑌 , and 𝐹𝑍 , bending 
moments 𝑀𝑌  and 𝑀𝑍 , and torsion 𝑇𝑋 , are applied. The displacements in 𝑋 , 𝑌 , and 𝑍 
directions and the rotation in axial direction are calculated. The errors are plotted against 
the number of elements on a log-log plot and compared with the results of the straight 
element method. As we can see from Figure 3-11, compared with the straight beam 
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element, the numerical accuracy is significantly increased when the curved beam element 
is used. The convergence rate can be determined from the slope of error line. With the 
straight beam element, the displacements in all directions yield a second-order 
convergence rate. With the curved beam element, the in-plane displacements can reach a 
fourth-order convergence rate. In terms of the out-of-plane displacement and rotation, 
both elements yield the same order of convergence rate, while the relative error of the 
curved beam element is significantly reduced. When meshing with three straight elements, 
the error of out-of-plane displacement can be up to 13.73% and the error of rotation can 
be up to 14.09%. However, when meshing with three curved elements, the error of out-
of-plane displacement and the error of rotation are reduced to 2.31% and 0.38%, 
respectively.  
 
Figure 3-11. Error comparison of static simulation 
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3.5.3.2. Dynamic Analysis 
The preceding case study verifies the static response of the curved beam element 
by comparing with analytical solutions and indicates a higher accuracy of the curved 
beam element compared to the straight beam element. In this case, the dynamic responses 
of the elements are tested via natural frequency. For a finite element model, the structure 
natural frequencies can be calculated by 
    ( )1eig M K−=   (3.80) 
where 𝝎 represents the structure natural frequencies (in rad/s); and eig(∙) calculates the 
eigenvalues of a matrix.  
For the half circle illustrated in Figure 3-9, the first five natural frequencies are 
calculated using both the curved beam element and the straight beam element. The root 
mean squared errors (RMSE) are calculated under different meshing sizes and the results 
are compared in Table 3. The numerical errors of the straight beam element and the 
curved beam element decrease with the same slope as the number of elements increases. 
With five elements, the RMSE of the straight beam element is 4.889% and the RMSE of 
the curved beam element is only 0.755%, which indicates a better dynamic response of 
the curved beam element.  
Element NO. 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Straight element 4.889% 1.240% 0.550% 0.308% 0.196% 0.135% 
Curved element 0.755% 0.185% 0.082% 0.046% 0.029% 0.020% 
Table 3-5. Error comparison of natural frequency 
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3.5.3.3. Geometric Stiffness 
In this simulation, the geometric stiffness developed in Section 3.3.3 is included 
for analysis. The structure is illustrated in Figure 3-13, where the two end points are 
clamped, and the midpoint is loaded. The parameters are listed in Table 3-6. The loading 
forces [𝐹𝑋  𝐹𝑌  𝐹𝑍  𝑇𝑋  𝑀𝑌  𝑀𝑍]
T  are selected as 4 × [105  −105  105  105  105  105]T , 
where the compression force causes the beam’s first natural frequency to reduce by 5%. 
The displacement of the midpoint is calculated under different numbers of elements, 
ranging from 4 to 40. The numerical errors of the curved beam element and the straight 
beam element are illustrated in Figure 3-13 using a log-log plot. According to the 
simulation results, the in-plane displacements of the curved beam element yield a higher 
convergence rate than the straight beam element. Although the out-of-plane displacement 
and rotation of the curved beam element yield the same convergence rate as the straight 
beam element, the relative error of curved beam element is significantly reduced. With 
four straight elements, the errors of out-of-plane displacement and rotation are 2.09% and 
4.43%, respectively; and with four curved elements, the errors of out-of-plane 
displacement and rotation are reduced to 1.16% and 0.58%, respectively.  
 
Figure 3-12. Structure for geometric stiffness 
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Parameter Value 
R [m] 20 
A [m2] 0.1 
I [m4] 10−3 
𝐼𝜌 [m
4] 2× 10−3 
E [GPa] 220 
G [GPa] 91.67 
Table 3-6. Simulation parameters 
 
Figure 3-13. Error comparison by including geometric stiffness 
3.6. Summary 
In this chapter, three finite element methods are developed to model the drill-
string dynamics. With the assumption of small displacement and small deformation, the 
Lagrangian method is firstly implemented to develop a dynamic FEM model suitable for 
vertical drilling simulation. This model is verified by comparing against analytical 
solutions when analyzing a straight cantilever. However, the assumption of small 
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displacement is violated in directional drilling scenarios. Based on the principle of virtual 
work, a second FEM model is developed which linearizes the drill-string dynamics 
around the central axis of a directional well. The developed method is applied to solve 
large displacement problems and agrees well with existing methods. In traditional finite 
element models, a directional drill-string is approximated with a serial of straight 
elements. However, the coupling mechanism among different degrees of freedoms is not 
considered by the straight beam elements. Meanwhile, the straight beam approximation 
introduces additional discretization error; therefore, a very fine meshing is necessary to 
guarantee the numerical accuracy for the straight beam method, which leads to a low 
computational efficiency. To deal with this problem, a six DOF curved beam element is 
derived using the assumed strain field method. According to the simulation results, the 
developed curved beam element achieves higher accuracy than the straight beam element 
in both static and dynamic analyses. As a result, compared with the straight beam 
elements, fewer curved beam elements can be used to achieve the same accuracy, which 
reduces the computational cost.   
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Chapter 4. BOUNDARY CONDITION AND NUMERICAL METHOD  
4. Hidden 4  
This chapter introduces the boundary conditions for directional drilling as well as 
the numerical methods to solve the proposed FEM problem. The boundary conditions at 
the upper end of a drill-string are determined by the draw-works and the top drive. The 
draw-works is used to hoist the drill-string and move it up and down. And the top drive is 
fixed on the rig and creates torque to drive the drilling system. Many top drive controllers 
have been proposed to suppress the stick-slip vibrations [66]-[74]. Among these top drive 
controllers, the soft torque method [71][72] and the soft speed method [73][74] are most 
well-known and have achieved commercialization. In this section, these two methods are 
incorporated into the developed FEM model as top drive boundary conditions. The 
boundary conditions at the lower end of a drill-string are determined by the forces on bit. 
In this section, a comprehensive bit force model is developed, which fully considers the 
inﬂuence of the BHA eccentricity, mud damping, bit-rock interactions in axial, lateral, 
and torsional directions, and their coupling mechanisms. Depending on the ways of being 
imposed, boundary conditions are classified into essential boundary condition and natural 
boundary condition. The former one is explicitly imposed onto the solution. While the 
latter one is satisfied automatically when a solution is obtained. 
4.1. Boundary Condition 
4.1.1. Top Drive and Draw-works  
Part of this chapter was published in 1. Feng, T., et al. "A Finite Element Method with Full Bit-Force Modeling to Analyze Drillstring 
Vibration." Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control 139.9 (2017): 091016; 2. Feng, T., Bakshi, S. Gu, Q. Chen, D. “A Finite 
Element Modeling Framework for Curved Beam Dynamics Considering Nonlinearities and Contacts”. Journal of Computational and Nonlinear 
Dynamics. doi: 10.1115/1.4043452.  
The author contributes to develop the boundary conditions for drill-string/bit and wellbore interaction  
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Drill-string is clamped at the top drive; therefore, the lateral displacements and 
bending angles of the corresponding node are zero. This can be imposed by deleting the 
corresponding columns and rows of the dynamic equation. The drill-string is connected 
to the rig using a draw-works and the resultant force called hook load, sets the upper axial 
boundary condition. In the developed drill-string model, the users can directly set the 
hook load or provide a desirable WOB and the hook load can be back calculated through 
static analysis.  
The rotation of the drill-string is driven by the top drive. Many top drive 
controllers have been proposed to suppress stick-slip vibrations. When integrated with the 
proposed FEM model, the control output sets the upper torsional boundary condition. In 
this chapter, the speed Proportional-Integral (PI) controller, the soft speed controller, and 
the soft torque controller are developed and simulated. The speed PI controller can be 
formulated by  
 
0
0 0( ( )) ( ( ))d P TD I TD
t
T K t K d   =  − +  −   (4.1) 
where 𝑇𝑑 is the driving torque; 𝐾𝑃 is the proportional gain; 𝐾𝐼 is the integral gain; Ω0 is 
the set point of rotary speed; and 𝜔𝑇𝐷(𝑡) is rotary speed of the top drive. 
4.1.1.1. Soft Speed Control 
The soft speed controller keeps the form of a speed PI controller. But the 
proportional gain and integral gain are carefully selected to damp out torsional vibrations 
at desired frequencies [73]. With given 𝐾𝑃 and 𝐾𝐼, the reflection rate at surface can be 
determined by [73] 
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where 𝑟𝑑 is the reflection rate; 𝜍 is the system impedance; 𝑖 is the imaginary number; 𝑓 is 
the vibration frequency; 𝐽𝑑 is the rotary inertia of the top drive. It is incorporated into the 
FEM model as a lumped inertia, given by 
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  (4.3) 
where 𝑀𝑇𝐷 is the mass matrix of the element adjacent to the top drive; 𝑙𝑒 is the length of 
the element. The six DOF element has a dimension of 12 × 12. In Eq. (4.3), only the 
torsional direction is provided, where the entries [1 1], [1 2], [2 1] and [2 2] correspond to 
[4 4], [4 10], [10 4] and [10 10] of the full element.  
Assuming the stick-slip vibration frequency is 𝑓𝑛, the reflection rate is minimized 
by choosing  
 ( )
2
2I ndK J f=   (4.4) 
And the corresponding reflection rate is 
 
min
P
d
P
K
r
K


−
=
+
  (4.5) 
The reflection rate 𝑟𝑑  can be further modified through tuning 𝐾𝑃 . A small 𝑟𝑑  can 
effectively reduce BHA stick-slip. However, the speed fluctuation at surface can grow up 
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as a side effect. Accordingly, a certain level of reflection rate needs to be maintained to 
keep top drive speed constant.  
4.1.1.2. Soft Torque Control 
The underlying idea of the soft torque method is to control top drive torque to 
make it work as an energy absorber for torsional waves [70]. This can be achieved by 
feeding surface torque fluctuation back into a speed PI controller, given by [70][71] 
 0 0 0
0
0( ( ) ) ( ( ) )d P TD f I TD f
t
T K t H T K H T d   =  − − +  − −   (4.6) 
where 𝐻0  is a tunable parameter to get desirable system damping; and 𝑇𝑓  is torque 
fluctuation at the top drive. 𝑇𝑓 can be obtained by filtering the torque signal using a high-
pass filter, given by 
 
0
f s
i f
T T
i f f

=
 +
  (4.7) 
where 𝑖 is the imaginary number; 𝑓 is the frequency; 𝑓0 is the cutting off frequency; and 
𝑇𝑠 is the torque signal measured at surface. Figure 4-1 compares the output torques of a 
speed PI controller and a soft torque control. The blue line is the top drive torque of a 
speed PI controller. When torsional waves hit the top drive, the torque changes 
significantly to keep the top drive speed constant, which exacerbates the stick-slip 
vibration. The green line illustrates the fluctuation of the driving torque, which is 
calculated using Eq. (4.7). The red line is the driving torque of a soft torque controller. It 
reacts less significantly when torsional waves hit the top drive and therefore damps out 
these waves. By tuning 𝐻0  in Eq. (4.6), the reflection rate of torsional waves can be 
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adjusted. A lower reflection rate is more effective in mitigating the stick-slip vibration. 
As an additional benefit, a smooth bit rotation can also result in a reduction of the axial 
and lateral vibrations [70].  
 
Figure 4-1. Top drive torque of speed PI controller and soft torque controller 
4.1.2. Interaction Between the Drill-string and Wellbore  
When a drill-string curves inside a directional well, the outer shell of the drill-pipe 
can contact the wellbore and the reactive force keeps the drill-string inside the wellbore. 
Assuming the cross section of the well is circular, the boundary of the wellbore can be 
determined with known well trajectory and cross-sectional radius. Under the local 
coordinate frame introduced in Section 2.2, drill-string and wellbore contacts can be 
easily detected. The contact model is illustrated in Figure 4-2, where the yz plane is the 
cross-section of the drill-string and the x axis points towards the tangent direction. After 
deformation, the circular center moves from o to o’ and the displacements in the x, y and 
z directions are u, v and w, respectively. 
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Figure 4-2. Drill-string and wellbore contact model 
The penalty method is applied to calculate the contact force [97], where the 
magnitude of the contact force is proportional to the penetrating depth, given by 
 
( )  ,  
0                        , otherwise
w d w d w
c
k r r r r r r
F
− + − + 
= 

  (4.8) 
where 𝐹𝑐  is the magnitude of the contact force; 𝑘𝑤 is the stiffness of the wall; 𝑟 is the 
lateral displacement of the node (the displacement in yz plane); 𝑟𝑑 is the radius of the 
beam; and 𝑟𝑤 is the radius of the wall. For dynamic analysis, kinetic energy dissipates 
during contact and a damping force is added to model this process, given by 
 
   ,
0         , otherwise
w d w
d
d r r r r
F
− + 
= 

  (4.9) 
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where 𝐹𝑑 is the magnitude of the damping force; ?̇? is the node velocity in lateral direction 
(the velocity in yz plane); and 𝑑𝑤  is the equivalent damping of the wellbore, which 
accounts for the energy loss in drill-string and wellbore contact. Drill-string lateral 
displacement 𝑟 and velocity ?̇? are given by  
 
( )
( )
2 2
2 2
r v w
r v w
 = +
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
 = +

  (4.10) 
where ?̇? and ?̇?  are drill-string velocities in local y and z directions, respectively. The 
Coulomb model is implemented to describe the friction, where the magnitude of friction 
is proportional to the normal force and the friction direction is opposite to the velocity. 
As a result, the friction component in the yz plane, 𝐹𝜔, and the friction component in the x 
direction, 𝐹?̇?, can be represented as 
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  (4.12) 
where 𝐹𝜔 is caused by beam rotation 𝜔; 𝐹?̇? is caused by beam velocity ?̇?; 𝜔 is the beam 
rotary speed around x axis; ?̇? is the beam velocity in the x direction; 𝜇 is the friction 
coefficient; 𝜉  takes a small positive value (equal to 10−5  in this research) to avoid 
singularities in 𝐹𝜔 and 𝐹?̇?. In directional drilling, 𝐹𝜔 contributes to the torsional drilling 
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friction known as “torque”, and 𝐹?̇?  contributes to the axial drilling friction known as 
“drag”. 
Using Eq. (4.13), the contact force and friction force are transformed into the 
Cartesian coordinate frame defined by the xyz axes 
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  (4.14) 
where 𝐹𝑥, 𝐹𝑦 and 𝐹𝑧 are the forces in the x, y and z directions respectively; 𝑇𝑥 is the torque 
in the x direction; 𝜃𝑐 denotes the displacement direction in the yz plane; and 𝜃𝑑 denotes 
the velocity direction in the yz plane.  
4.1.3.  Bit and Rock Interaction 
This section presents a comprehensive bottom-hole boundary condition for PDC 
bit. It includes bit-rock interactions in axial, torsional, and lateral directions, BHA 
eccentricity, and mud hydraulic damping. 
4.1.3.1. Bit Rock Impact Force 
The axial and torsional forces applied on the bit are recognized as the WOB and 
TOB, respectively. In the work of Detournay and Defourny [98][99], the interaction force 
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applied on each cutter is decomposed into cutting component and frictional component, 
which are associated with the penetrating depth per iteration 𝑑𝑥. By integrating the cutter 
forces over the bit, the 𝑊𝑂𝐵 and 𝑇𝑂𝐵𝑎 (the components caused by WOB) are given by: 
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 2x b bd u =   (4.17) 
where 𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑐 and 𝑇𝑂𝐵𝑎,𝑐 are due to the cutting component of the cutter force; 𝑊𝑂𝐵𝑓 and 
𝑇𝑂𝐵𝑎,𝑓 are due to the frictional (or rock compression) component of the cutter force; ?̇?𝑏 
and 𝜔𝑏 are the axial and torsional speeds of the bit, respectively; 𝜀 and 𝜎 are the intrinsic 
specific energy and contact strength of the rock, respectively;  𝜇  is the frictional 
coefficient; 𝜁𝑓 is a bit geometry parameter that determines the friction condition of the 
cutter; 𝜅 and 𝛾𝑓 are bit constants that determine the rate of change of the cutter contact 
length and the cutter orientation on the bit face, respectively; 𝑟𝑏 and 𝑙 refer to bit radius 
and cutter wear length, respectively; 𝐻(∙) is heavy-side function. The physical meaning 
of 𝜀 is the energy consumed to cut a unit volume of rock with ideal cutting. It relies on 
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not only the rock strength but also ﬁeld conditions. 𝜎 reﬂects the maximum stress the 
rock can sustain, ranging from 1 MPa to hundreds of MPa. 𝑙  quantiﬁes the cutter 
bluntness, ranging from 1 mm to tens of mm [99].  
The lateral force is analyzed under the polar coordinate (see Figure 4-3). Because 
the rock is assumed to be isotropic, the cutting process of the bit gauge should be the 
same as the cutting process of the bit face; therefore, the axial analysis is extended to the 
lateral direction as follows[26][100]: 
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 2 22l b b bd v w = +   (4.20) 
where 𝐹𝑟
𝑖  and 𝐹𝜃
𝑖  are the overall bit impact forces in radial and tangent directions, 
respectively; 𝐹𝑟,𝑓
𝑖  and 𝐹𝜃,𝑓
𝑖  are the impact forces due to the frictional component; 𝐹𝑟,𝑐
𝑖  and 
𝐹𝜃,𝑐
𝑖  are the impact forces due to the cutting component; 𝜁𝑔 is a bit geometry parameter 
that determines the friction condition of the cutter on the gauge and 𝛾𝑔 is a bit constant to 
determine the cutter orientation on bit gauge; ℎ𝑏 is the effective length of the gauge (the 
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length covered by cutters); ?̇?𝑏 and ?̇?𝑏 are bit velocities in local y and z directions. Eqs. 
(4.18) through (4.20) are applied only if a bit-rock collision is detected in lateral direction. 
Otherwise, all lateral bit-rock impact forces are set to zero. When calculating the cutting 
force 𝐹𝑟
𝑖  and 𝐹𝜃
𝑖 , instead of using the averaged value over one revolution [101], an 
instantaneous force is applied by Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) to accommodate for the 
properties of the FEM.  
 
Figure 4-3. Lateral force under polar coordinate 
4.1.3.2. BHA Eccentricity  
The BHA mass center will deviate from its geometry center. Accordingly, when 
drill-string rotates, inertial force is produced. This force has not been considered in FEM 
modeling process; consequently, it is accounted for as an external force, given by 
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where 𝐹𝑟
𝑒 and 𝐹𝜃
𝑒 are the eccentricity forces of the BHA; m is the BHA mass; e0 is the 
deviation of the BHA mass center from the geometry center; ?̇?𝑏  is the bit torsional 
acceleration; 𝜙𝑏  and 𝜑𝑏  denotes the orientation of the bit geometry center and mass 
center, respectively.  
4.1.3.3. Friction in Lateral Direction 
This friction is attributed to bit movement or potential movement in lateral 
direction, which should be distinguished from the frictional component of WOB or other 
bit-rock impact forces. When bit velocity equals zero and external forces cannot 
overcome the maximum static friction exerted by WOB, the lateral friction is equal to the 
sum of the other forces; otherwise, the kinetic friction is applied, which can be expressed 
as 
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where 𝐹𝑟
𝑓
 and 𝐹𝜃
𝑓
 are the frictional forces in radial and tangential directions, respectively; 
?̇?𝑏,𝑟 and ?̇?𝑏,𝜃 are bit velocities in radial and tangent directions, respectively.  
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4.1.3.4. Mud Damping 
When a drill-string moves in viscous drilling mud, the hydraulic damping force 
can be obtained as [102] 
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where 𝐹𝑟
𝑚  and  𝐹𝜃
𝑚  are mud damping forces in radial and tangential directions, 
respectively; 𝑐ℎ is the hydrodynamic damping coefﬁcient. 
4.1.3.5. Coupling Effect 
Because of friction and cutter face inclination, a torsional torque 𝑇𝑂𝐵𝑎 given in 
Eq. (4.16) is produced when the bit is drilling in axial direction. Additionally, the lateral 
forces also have a moment 𝑇𝑂𝐵𝑙 acting on the bit. Accordingly, the ﬁnal TOB can be 
represented by 
 a l v bTOB TOB TOB c = + +   (4.24) 
where 𝑐𝑣  is the viscous damping coefﬁcient. The corresponding term accounts for the 
viscous torque of the mud.  
The eccentricity force, mud damping, and lateral friction act on the mass center 
(mc in Figure 4-3) of the BHA, while the bit–rock impact forces act on the collision point; 
therefore, 𝑇𝑂𝐵𝑙 can be written as 
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Substituting Eqs. (4.16) and (4.25) into Eq. (4.24), the ﬁnal TOB can be obtained. 
4.2. Numerical Methods 
A modeling framework is established combining the six DOF FEM model and the 
comprehensive boundary condition. This section presents numerical methods to solve the 
FEM problems.  From static analyses, drilling torque and drag can be obtained with 
average ROP and RPM. In addition, the strain and stress distribution along drill-string 
and BHA can be obtained to evaluate the structure design. From dynamic analyses, 
drilling vibrations can be simulated with given operating condition, which provides 
guidelines for drilling operation. 
4.2.1. Static Analysis  
For static analysis, drill-string velocity and acceleration are equal to zero. The 
static equation can be expressed as 
    ( )l nK K+ = −U F R   (4.26) 
where F and R defined in Eq. (3.70) are external force vector and initial force vector, 
respectively. Classifying the force vectors into constant component and dependent 
component, Eq. (4.26) can be rewritten as 
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    ( ) cons dept ( )l nK K+ = +U F F U   (4.27) 
where 𝑭cons  is the constant force vector, which includes gravity, hook load, mud 
buoyancy, and initial force. 𝑭dept(𝑼)  is the dependent force vector, which includes 
contact force and friction between drill-string and wellbore. An intuitive way to solve Eq. 
(4.27) is the fixed-point method, given by 
    ( )
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1
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i
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i
U =U
U F F U   (4.28) 
where the superscript 𝑖 indicates the iteration number; 𝑼𝑖 is the displacement at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 
iteration. The structure displacement is obtained by recursively solving Eq. (4.28) 
through substituting 𝑼𝑖 with 𝑼𝑖+1 until 𝑼𝑖 converges. However, Eq. (4.28) simply takes 
the contact force 𝑭dept  as an external force and does not consider the stiffness from 
external support; therefore, it diverges when buckling happens. 
The recursive form of the Newton-Raphson method [36] is obtained by 
linearizing 𝑭dept(𝑼) around 𝑼
𝑖, given by 
    
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  (4.29) 
 ( )    ( ) cons dept ( )NR l nf K K= + − −ii i iU=UU U F F U   (4.30) 
The nonlinear stiffness [𝐾𝑛], 𝑓𝑁𝑅(𝑼
𝒊), and the Jacobian of 𝑭dept(𝑼) are updated at each 
iteration. The algorithm stops when the update of 𝑼𝒊 (defined by ‖𝑼𝒊+𝟏 − 𝑼𝒊‖) is less 
than a small positive threshold. As we can see from Eq. (4.29), the contact effect is 
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included in the system stiffness through the term −𝜕𝑭𝐝𝐞𝐩𝐭(𝑼) 𝜕𝑼⁄ . This term can model 
the increase of system stiffness due to support from the external wall. Even though the 
structure stiffness [𝐾𝑙] + [𝐾𝑛] shows zero or negative eigenvalue and indicates a buckling 
failure, the eigenvalues of the overall stiffness [𝐾𝑙] + [𝐾𝑛] −𝜕𝑭𝐝𝐞𝐩𝐭(𝑼) 𝜕𝑼⁄  can still be 
positive. Under this circumstance, the displacement vector 𝑼 is still able to converge and 
illustrates the buckling profile.   
4.2.2. Dynamic Analysis 
Similarly, the force vectors are grouped into constant force 𝑭cons and dependent 
force 𝑭dept(𝑼, ?̇?) in dynamic analysis, where  
    ( )     cons dept ( )l nK K D M ,+ + + =U U U F + F U U   (4.31) 
4.2.2.1. Runge-Kutta Method 
Taking 𝑼  and ?̇?  as state variables, Eq. (4.31) can be written as first order 
differential equation, given by 
 
   
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0 1
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  (4.32) 
Based on Eq. (4.32), the state vector [𝑼 ?̇?]
T can be easily updated using Runge-Kutta 
method. The most widely used Runge-Kutta 4th order method is formulated in Eq. (4.33) 
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where x is state vector ([𝑼 ?̇?]
T in this case); k is the time step; ∆𝑡 is the time interval; 
𝑓𝑘 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘, 𝑢𝑘), 𝑓𝑘+1/2
∗ = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘+1/2
∗ , 𝑢𝑘), 𝑓𝑘+1/2
∗∗ =  𝑓(𝑥𝑘+1/2
∗∗ , 𝑢𝑘), 𝑓𝑘+1
∗ = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘+1
∗ , 𝑢𝑘)  
with 𝑢𝑘 is the system input at time step k.  
4.2.2.2. Central Difference Method 
The central difference method approximates the velocity term and the acceleration 
term using central finite difference, which yields: 
 1 1
2 t
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k+ k-
k
U U
U   (4.34) 
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where the subscript k denotes the time step; ∆𝑡 is the time interval. Substituting Eqs. 
(4.34) and (4.35) back into Eq. (4.31) leads to  
 
1
ˆ ˆK  =
  k+
U F   (4.36) 
with  
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  (4.37) 
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With Eq. (4.36) and Eqs. (4.34) and (4.35), the system displacement vector, 
velocity vector, and acceleration vector can be updated at each time step. The central 
difference method is an explicit method, where the next state is only dependent on 
current and previous information. To avoid divergence, the time interval ∆𝑡 must be less 
than 𝑇0/𝜋, where 𝑇0 is the shortest natural period of the system. In Eq. (4.36), [?̂?] is 
symmetric and positive definite; therefore, using Cholesky decomposition can increase 
the computational efficiency.  
4.2.2.3. Newmark-β Method 
The finite difference approximation for Newmark-β method yields: 
 ( )1 11k k k kt  + + = + − + U U U U   (4.39) 
 ( ) ( )
2
1 10.5k k k k kt t  + + = + +  − + U U U U U   (4.40) 
where 𝛾  and 𝛽  define the acceleration variation over a time interval. For constant 
acceleration, 𝛾 equals to 1/2 and 𝛽 equals to 1/4. It gives an implicit method, which is 
unconditionally stable with any ∆𝑡. For linear acceleration, 𝛾 equals to 1/2 and 𝛽 equals 
to 1/6. It gives an explicit method and the stability condition yields ∆𝑡 < 0.551𝑇0 . 
Reorganizing Eqs. (4.39) and (4.40), the velocity vector and acceleration vector can be 
expressed as 
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Substituting Eqs. (4.41) and (4.42) into Eq. (4.31) yields:  
 
1kK +  = U F   (4.43) 
with  
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where 𝑐0 =
1
𝛽(∆𝑡)2
, 𝑐1 =
𝛾
𝛽∆𝑡
, 𝑐2 =
1
𝛽∆𝑡
, 𝑐3 =
1
2𝛽
− 1 , 𝑐4 =
𝛾
𝛽
− 1 , 𝑐5 =
∆𝑡
2
(
𝛾
𝛽
− 2) . Eq. 
(4.43) is nonlinear and the Newton-Raphson method is implemented to obtain 𝑼𝒌+𝟏 
numerically.  
In the proposed FEM model (both straight beam element and curved beam 
element), the geometric stiffness matrices are included to account for the nonlinear terms 
of the axial strain, which enables the stability analysis. When a beam is under a 
compression force that is larger than its buckling threshold, the structure stiffness matrix 
[𝐾𝑙] + [𝐾𝑛] shows zero or negative eigenvalues. According to the analysis in Section 
3.4.2, the system becomes unstable under this circumstance. Based on our simulations, 
the Runge-Kutta method and the central difference method diverge when [𝐾𝑙] + [𝐾𝑛] has 
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zero or negative eigenvalues. However, according to field tests, the drill-string can 
undertake a significantly higher compression force than the threshold predicted using the 
eigenvalues of the stiffness matrix because of the support from wellbore wall [103]. In 
order to accurately describe this phenomenon, a numerical method should be able to 
model the contact stiffness from wellbore wall.  In Eq. (4.29), the contact effect is 
included in the system stiffness through the term −𝜕𝑭𝐝𝐞𝐩𝐭(𝑼) 𝜕𝑼⁄ . This term models the 
increase of system stiffness due to support from the external wall. Even though the 
structure stiffness [𝐾𝑙] + [𝐾𝑛] shows zero or negative eigenvalue and indicates a buckling 
failure, the eigenvalues of the overall stiffness [𝐾𝑙] + [𝐾𝑛] −𝜕𝑭𝐝𝐞𝐩𝐭(𝑼) 𝜕𝑼⁄  can still be 
positive. Similarly, in Newmark-β method, the contact effect is also included in the 
system stiffness through −𝜕𝑭𝐝𝐞𝐩𝐭(𝑼) 𝜕𝑼⁄ . Therefore, Newton-Raphson method and 
Newmark-β method still converge when buckling happens and the post-buckling 
behaviors of the drill-string can be simulated.  
4.3. Simulation and Verification 
In Section 3.5, case studies are conducted to verify the developed FEM model. In 
this section, drill-string/BHA statics and dynamics are simulated using the proposed 
boundary conditions. The results are compared with commercial software and field 
observations. The top drive controllers in Section 4.1.1 are also simulated and the results 
are discussed. Field unit (British unit) is used throughout the simulations. 
4.3.1.  Static Analysis  
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4.3.1.1. BHA Strain Stress Distribution 
Using the proposed model, static analysis is carried out on a BHA in a directional 
wellbore, as illustrated in Figure 4-4. The top end of the BHA is fixed (no displacement 
and rotation); the inclination at bit side is 90 degrees; the build-up rate is 5 degrees per 
100 ft; gravity, mud buoyancy, and BHA-wellbore contact force are included in external 
force. A penalty method is applied to calculate the BHA-wellbore contact force and the 
results are compared with Ansys in Table 4-1. The shear force, moment, nodal 
displacement, and bending angle are calculated and compared with Ansys in Figure 4-5. 
The shear force distribution is also visualized in Figure 4-4 along with BHA geometry. 
As can be seen from Figure 4-5 and Table 4-1, results of the proposed model agree well 
with Ansys results. However, the proposed method starts from the central axial of the 
wellbore and yields a linear formulation; therefore, the computational cost by using the 
proposed method is significantly reduced compared with Ansys.  
 
Figure 4-4. BHA geometry and shear force distribution, where the gray color illustrates 
the wellbore wall 
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 Proposed model 
[lbf] 
Ansys 
 [lbf] 
Error 
Bit 1618.0 1613.7 0.27% 
First 
Stabilizer 
-332.4 -328.0 1.34% 
Second 
Stabilizer 
0 0 0% 
Top End 852.6 851.1 0.18% 
Table 4-1. Comparison between proposed method and Ansys 
 
 
Figure 4-5. Distribution of shear force, moment, displacement, and bending angles along 
the BHA where the deflection and bending angles are relative to the wellbore 
 
4.3.1.2. Torque and Drag Analysis 
The drag and torque of directional drilling is very significant. If not properly 
evaluated, it can result stuck pipe and cause drill-string failure. In well planning process, 
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small drag and torque is preferred to reduce the energy consumption. Based on the 
analysis discussed in Section 4.2.1, torque and drag can be calculated with given drill-
string, well trajectory, and operating parameters. The result can be used for well 
trajectory pre-planning, and real-time drag and torque evaluation. In this simulation, a 
real drilling case is evaluated. The well trajectory is given in Table 2-1 and illustrated in 
Figure 2-5. The BHA profile is illustrated in Figure 4-6. Some other parameters for 
simulation are listed in Table 4-2. The simulation result is illustrated in Figure 4-7, where 
contact force, drag, and torque are calculated against measured depth.   
Parameter Value 
Static WOB 10000 [lbf] 
Static TOB 1.27 × 105 [lbf-in] 
Average ROP 100 [ft/h] 
Average RPM 200 [rpm] 
Rock stiffness 500M [lbf/ft] 
Friction coefficient 0.6 
Well diameter 8.1 [inch] 
Note: the input rock stiffness, friction coefficient, and well diameter can 
change with measured depth. A uniform value is used only in this simulation.   
Table 4-2. Simulation parameter 
 
Figure 4-6. BHA geometry  
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Figure 4-7. Contact force, drag, and torque against well MD 
4.3.1.3. Drill-string Stress Distribution 
 
In Section 4.3.1.2, the torque and drag are obtained through static analysis. The 
stress distribution of the drill-string can also be obtained from the same simulation. Based 
on the simulation results, proper actions can be taken to avoid stress concentration and 
prevent drill-string failure. A directional drilling case is simulated, where the well 
trajectory and the BHA profile are the same as Section 4.3.1.2. The top drive of the drill-
string is clamped, the TOB is zero and the WOB is set at 30000 lbf. The gray tube 
illustrates the boundary of wellbore wall. The linear stiffness (without geometric stiffness 
matrix [𝐾𝑛]) is first applied for static analysis, and the result is illustrated in Figure 4-8. 
The simulation converges with both Eq. (4.28) and Eq. (4.29). However, drill-string post-
buckling information cannot be obtained with only linear stiffness. In the second 
simulation, the geometric stiffness is included for static analysis. Eq. (4.28) fails to 
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converge as the additional stiffness from wellbore support is not properly modeled. Eq. 
(4.29) converges by involving the stiffness from wellbore support. The drill-string 
undergoes spiral buckling as illustrated in Figure 4-9. This result agrees well with 
experiments and field observations [104].  
 
Figure 4-8. Directional drilling simulation with linear stiffness (The diameters of the well 
and the drillstring are enlarged by 40 times for illustration). 
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Figure 4-9. Directional drilling simulation with nonlinear stiffness (The diameters of the 
well and the drill-string are enlarged by 40 times for illustration). 
4.3.2. Dynamic Analysis 
In this section, realistic drilling scenarios are simulated using the comprehensive 
boundary condition developed in this chapter. Bit vibrations can manifest in axial, 
torsional, and lateral directions and cause these phenomena, known as bounce back, 
stick-slip, and whirl. Usually, these vibrations are related to the applied WOB, rotary 
speed, and rock properties. For heavy WOB and low rotary speeds, stick-slip is more 
likely to occur; for high rotary speeds, whirl is prone to dominate [65]; and bounce back 
rarely occurs for PDC bits. In this section, different scenarios are simulated by changing 
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the rotary speed, static WOB (through changing hook load), rock stiffness, and BHA 
eccentricity, and then these vibrations are excited. Three cases are presented and 
discussed.  
4.3.2.1. Normal Operation 
Drill-string parameters and rock properties for the first two scenarios are listed in 
Table 4-3. The directional well trajectory is illustrated in Figure 4-10, where the top drive 
locates at position [0 0 0]T  and the bit locates at position [6016𝑓𝑡 1684𝑓𝑡 6052𝑓𝑡]T . 
When setting the static WOB and the rotary speed at proper values, the drilling system is 
able to operate smoothly without manifesting stick-slip or whirl. In the first scenario, the 
rotary speed is set at 76.4 rpm (8 rad/s) and the drill-string works normally with no 
detrimental vibrations. Figure 4-11 shows the torsional speeds of the top drive and the bit, 
and Figure 4-12, shows the bit dynamics in three-dimensional directions. All the results 
are illustrated under the local coordinate, which takes the well’s central axis as the 
reference.  
Drill-string Bit and rock  
Drill-pipe length 9613 [ft] Bit diameter 7.87 [inch] 
Drill-pipe outer 
diameter 
4 [inch] Bit gauge 3.93 [inch] 
Drill-pipe inner 
diameter 
3.3 [inch] Rock specific 
energy  
21755 [psi] 
Drill collar 
length 
229 [ft] Rock contact 
strength 
29007 [psi] 
Drill collar outer 
diameter 
7.75 [inch] Wellbore 
diameter 
8.27 [inch] 
Drill collar inner 
dimeter 
3 [inch] Static WOB 20000 [lbf] 
Table 4-3. Values of drill-string and well parameters 
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Figure 4-10. Well trajectory under simulation 
 
Figure 4-11. Torsional speeds of the top drive and the bit under normal operation 
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Figure 4-12. Bit dynamics (normal operation) under local coordinate, where A, C, and E 
are the bit displacements in x (axial), y (lateral), and z (lateral) directions; B, D, and F are 
bit velocities in x, y, and z directions 
 
As can be concluded from Figure 4-11, when the top drive begins to the bit 
remains still, restricted by the external torque from the rock. As the phase difference 
continues to increase, the driving torque finally overcomes the static TOB and the bit 
begins to rotate. According to the bit-rock interaction law, either by Detournay’s 
experiment model [98][99] or the Karnopp friction model [105], when the rotary speed is 
low, the TOB can decrease with the increase of bit speed. Consequently, the strain energy 
stored by the drill-string/BHA can quickly release, which rotates the BHA aggressively 
and forms an overshoot. After several minor oscillations, the driving torque and the 
dynamic TOB reach an equilibrium and the bit rotary speed stabilizes to the set point.   
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Comparing Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12B, because the bit rotates continuously, it 
drills down with a relatively constant ROP. In lateral direction, because of the profile of 
the drill-string, the bit lays down on the wellbore under the influence of gravity. 
Correspondingly, the displacement can have some offset. According to Table 4-3, the gap 
between the bit and the wellbore is 0.2 inch, which agrees with the simulated value 
shown in Figure 4-12C and Figure 4-12E. The simulated displacement is slightly larger 
than the gap because the bit can occasionally cut into the wellbore, which also results in 
these high-frequency lateral oscillations illustrated in Figure 4-12C, D, E, and F. 
4.3.2.2. Stick-Slip  
In the second scenario, a stick-slip vibration is triggered by reducing the rotary 
speed to 47.7 rpm (5 rad/s) while keeping the other parameters constant, and the 
corresponding results are illustrated in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14. As indicated in 
Figure 4-13, instead of stabilizing to the set point, the bit rotary speed oscillates 
periodically between 0 and twice the set point. The stick-slip vibration can decrease the 
ROP, twist off the connection joint, and damage the drill bit and therefore, has drawn 
extensive investigations [24][50]. Based on the observation, during stick phase, the 
driving torque is less than the static TOB and continues to increase with increased phase 
difference. When the static TOB and driving torque both reach their maximum values, 
the bit begins to rotate and the TOB quickly drops below the driving torque; then, the bit 
accelerates and comes to the slip phase. With decreased phase difference, the driving 
torque falls below the TOB when the bit begins to decelerate and finally stops. 
Comparing Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14B, it can be concluded that, during the slip phase, 
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the bit can crush the rock more aggressively, resulting in an increased ROP; however, 
during the stick phase, the ROP slows down and even vanishes. 
The coupling mechanism between the torsional and lateral vibrations can be 
distinctly expressed by Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14C, D, E, and F. During the slip phase, 
the high rotary speed can induce large inertial forces (e.g., centrifugal force) with the 
presence of BHA eccentricity. These forces can push the bit gauge to cut into the 
wellbore (In Figure 4-14E, the blue trajectory can go beyond the red wellbore), which 
causes high-frequency lateral vibrations through bit-rock interaction. During the stick 
phase, since the bit is not rotating, the cutting behavior stops as well; therefore, in axial 
direction, the ROP slows down (Figure 4-14B); and in lateral directions, the bit remains 
stable without lateral cutting. The severity of lateral vibrations is determined by the 
formation property. If the rock has large coefficient of restitution, the system will be 
lightly damped and a severe lateral vibration will occur. Vice versa, if the rock has small 
coefficient of restitution, the lateral vibration will be less severe. Similar to the last 
scenario, the bit has an offset of 0.5 mm.  
 
Figure 4-13. Torsional speeds of the top drive and the bit under stick-slip vibration 
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Figure 4-14. Bit dynamics (stick-slip) under local coordinate, where A, C, and E are the 
bit displacements in x (axial), y (lateral), and z (lateral) directions; B, D, and F are bit 
velocities in x, y, and z directions 
4.3.2.3. Whirl  
A vertical well is analyzed to simulate whirl vibration. The eccentricity is 
increased from 2 mm to 10 mm to trigger a large lateral force. The results are illustrated 
in Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16, and Figure 4-17, where the bit rolls around the wellbore 
aggressively. More drilling scenarios are provided in [26][80]. 
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Figure 4-15. Torsional speeds of the top drive and the bit under whirl vibration 
 
Figure 4-16. Bit dynamics (whirl) under local coordinate, where A, C, and E are the bit 
displacements in x (axial), y (lateral), and z (lateral) directions; B, D, and F are bit 
velocities in x, y, and z directions 
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Figure 4-17. Bit center movement 
Videos of the proposed drill-string model can be found online.  
1. Normal: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=ylsuEkWnwfM 
2. Stick-slip vibration: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VujPR33kyuo 
3. Lateral vibration: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdPEqrgQx84 
4.3.3. Stick-Slip Vibration and Top Drive Controllers 
In Section 4.1.1, top drive controllers are applied as torsional boundary conditions. 
Among these controllers, the soft speed controller and the soft torque controller are well 
accepted and have achieved commercialization. This section studies stick-slip vibrations 
and compares these controllers in suppressing stick-slip vibrations. In these simulations, 
the length of the directional drill-string is 2000 ft. The static WOB is 20000 lbf. And the 
setpoint of the rotary speed is 50 rpm. A regular PI controller is firstly applied, where 𝐾𝑃 
equals to 15000 and 𝐾𝐼 equals to 30000. As illustrated in Figure 4-18, stick-slip happens 
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under this PI controller, where the bit speed fluctuates between zero and 100 rpm. A fast 
Fourier transform is conducted on bit speed and top drive torque. The results are 
illustrated in Figure 4-19. The vibration frequency is at 1.1 Hz, which is the lowest 
natural frequency of the drill-string (1.1698 Hz). Stick-slip vibration is usually measured 
from downhole. However, due to the limitation of telemetry system, the information sent 
up has a very low resolution. According to Figure 4-19, the top drive torque has the same 
vibration pattern as the bit speed when stick-slip happens. Therefore, it is possible to use 
top drive torque to indicate stick-slip vibrations. As a benefit, the data resolution will not 
be limited by telemetry bit rate.  
 
Figure 4-18. Regular PI controller 
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Figure 4-19. FFT of bit speed and top drive torque 
The soft speed method is implemented. Taking 𝑓𝑛 equal to 1.1 Hz into Eq. (4.4), 
𝐾𝐼 is calculated which is 1433. In the simulations of Figure 4-20, different values are 
assigned to the proportional gain 𝐾𝑃 . A small 𝐾𝑃  results to a small reflection rate; 
therefore, suppresses stick-slip vibrations more effectively. However, based on the 
simulation results, when 𝐾𝑃 is too small (e.g., 200), the controller is unable to keep top 
drive speed constant when torsional waves hit the top drive. As a result, both bit speed 
and top drive speed fluctuate significantly. Setting 𝐾𝑃 equal to 300, the top drive speed 
still has a large fluctuation at the beginning but soon converges to the setpoint. When 𝐾𝑃 
equals to 1000, the soft speed controller works well, effectively suppressing stick-slip 
vibrations. A large 𝐾𝑃 causes a large reflection rate of torsional waves. In this case, when 
increasing 𝐾𝑃 to 2000, the soft speed controller fails to mitigate stick-slip vibrations.  
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Figure 4-20. Soft speed control 
Figure 4-21 shows the simulation results of several soft torque controllers, where 
𝐾𝑃  equals to 15000 and 𝐾𝐼  equals to 30000 (𝐾𝑃  and 𝐾𝐼  are the same as the speed PI 
controller presented earlier). The feedback coefficients (𝐻0 in Eq. (4.6)) of these soft 
torque controllers are 10/𝐾𝑃, 15/𝐾𝑃, 25/𝐾𝑃, and 40/𝐾𝑃, respectively. With a small 𝐻0, 
less torque fluctuation is eliminated from top drive torque and it is less likely to suppress 
the stick-slip vibration. However, if the value of 𝐻0 is too large (e.g., 40/𝐾𝑃 in Figure 
4-21), it takes long time for the system to reach the setpoint. Therefore, a key point of 
applying soft torque controller is to tune 𝐻0 based on the severity of stick-slip vibration. 
It is well observed that a high WOB can exacerbate stick-slip vibrations. Based on 
simulations using the proposed FEM modeling framework. When WOB exceeds some 
threshold, both soft torque method and soft speed method fail to suppress the stick-slip 
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vibrations. In next chapter, a method is proposed to optimize the BHA structure such that 
the BHA itself is resilient against vibration. 
 
Figure 4-21. Soft torque controllers 
4.4. Summary 
In this chapter, the boundary conditions for directional drillings are developed, 
which include models for the top drive and the draw-works, a model for drill-string and 
wellbore contact, and a model for bit forces. By combining the FEM models and the 
boundary conditions, a comprehensive modeling framework is established for directional 
drillings. Numerical methods are also presented for static and dynamic analyses. In 
developing the finite elements, the higher order terms of the axial strain are included to 
get the geometric stiffness matrices so the buckling failure can be described. The 
numerical methods presented in this chapter consider the support from wellbore well and 
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therefore, can simulate post-buckling profiles of the drill-string when buckling happens. 
From static analyses, torque and drag can be calculated to prevent drilling failure. The 
strain and stress distributions along the drill-string can also be obtained to avoid stress 
concentration. From dynamic analyses, the normal drilling scenarios, the stick-slip 
vibrations, and the whirling vibrations are simulated using the proposed FEM modeling 
framework. The top drive controllers also are incorporated as torsional boundary 
conditions. The guidelines for tuning the control parameters are obtained from dynamic 
simulations.  
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Chapter 5. BHA CONFIGURATION OPTIMIZATION  
5. Hidden 5  
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, an FEM modeling framework is established to 
describe directional drilling dynamics. Top drive controllers are also studied to reduce 
drilling vibrations. Based on the FEM model, this chapter proposes a framework to 
optimize the design of the BHA structure such that the BHA itself is resilient against 
vibration.  
5.1. Problem Introduction 
Mitigation of drilling vibration has presented significant challenges to the drilling 
industry. In Section 1.5, passive and active methods are introduced to reduce drilling 
vibration. The soft speed method and the soft torque method presented in Section 4.1.1 
are typical active methods. These top drive controllers rely on surface measurements that 
normally possess a large time delay. Also, both methods have limited mitigation 
capabilities. When WOB and TOB exceed some threshold values, these top drive 
controllers will fail. Also, recent efforts have been made toward developing downhole 
controllers. However, this task has proven difficult because of the lack of downhole 
actuators and has found its application limited to just research. One way to overcome 
these deficiencies occurring in the operation stage is to address the problem during the 
design stage by optimizing the design of a BHA to minimize undesirable downhole 
vibrations. Redesigning the BHA structure is a passive method of reducing drilling 
Part of this chapter was published in: 1. Feng, T., Bakshi, S. Gu, Q. Chen, D. Design Optimization of Bottom-Hole Assembly to Reduce Drilling 
Vibration. Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering.  
The author contributes to formulate drill-string FEM model and design GA to optimize BHA structure 
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vibrations. Passive methods and active methods can effect the dynamics independently or 
they can work simultaneously to reduce drilling vibrations more effectively.  
We choose to optimize BHA design rather than the other components as the BHA 
is the most important drilling device. Several methods have been proposed on BHA 
design to mitigate drilling vibrations. In [64], Dareing et. al. formulated BHA natural 
frequencies as functions of BHA length and proposed to increase BHA length to avoid 
resonance and thus reduce drilling vibrations. However, in order to achieve the desirable 
natural frequency, the redesigned BHA needs to be much longer than the original design 
which has the undesirable effect of increasing drilling friction. In [62][63], BHA antistall 
tools were invented, which use spring or hydraulic oil to damp out the downhole 
vibrations. However, these antistall tools are expensive and subject to damage under 
vibration, which limits their application. In a series of work from ExxonMobil [45][46], 
Bailey et. al. redesigned the BHA structure to reduce drilling vibrations. The BHA lateral 
dynamics are formulated using a lumped beam model, and the BHA performance is 
evaluated using indices such as the BHA strain energy and stabilizer side force. 
According to field tests, BHAs with less strain energy and stabilizer side force show less 
mechanical specific energy (MSE), higher ROP, and less vibration; therefore, these 
indices prove to be effective in evaluating BHA dynamic performance. The method 
developed in [45][46] can provide a comparison mechanism among multiple BHAs. 
However, it does not deal with the problem of optimizing BHA structure to achieve the 
best dynamic performance.   
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This chapter proposes a systematic way of optimizing stabilizer locations along a 
BHA for vibration mitigation. Firstly, the internal stress of the BHA as well as the 
contact force of the stabilizers are calculated based on the high-fidelity FEM model. Then, 
indices, such as the BHA strain energy and the stabilizer side force, are derived to 
evaluate BHA vibration. The stabilizer positions influence these indices through 
changing the boundary conditions. Therefore, determining stabilizer positions to reduce 
drilling vibrations can be formulated as an optimization problem which minimizes BHA 
indices over the operational range. The cost function is nonconvex within the feasible 
domain and cannot be expressed explicitly in terms of stabilizer positions. To deal with 
this problem, the derivative-free genetic algorithm (GA) is selected to solve the 
nonconvex problem, utilizing parallel computations to expedite the solution process. 
5.2. BHA Vibration Index 
BHA performance can be quantified using vibration indices, such as the BHA 
strain energy and the stabilizer side force [45][46]. These indices are calculated under the 
steady state dynamics of a BHA. Based on statistical studies, it is found that the BHA 
with less index value exhibits less MSE, higher ROP, and less vibration [46]. For the 
convenience of comparing BHAs with different length, the normalized BHA strain 
energy is proposed, given by 
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where 𝐿 is the length of the BHA; 𝑁 is the number of finite elements to mesh the BHA; 𝑙𝑖 
is the length of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ element; and 𝑀𝑖 is the bending moment of the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ element. In Eq. 
(5.1), 𝐿, 𝐸 , and 𝐼  are determined with given BHA; 𝑙𝑖  is determined after meshing the 
BHA; while the internal bending moment 𝑀𝑖  needs to be calculated from the BHA 
deformation. For a given element, the internal force vector can be obtained by 
 ( ), ,e l e nk k   = +   int ef u   (5.2) 
where 𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒕 is the internal force vector; and 𝒖𝒆 is the displacement vector of an element 
under its local coordinate, which can be transformed from the global coordinate after 
obtaining the global displacement vector 𝑼. 
The internal axial force, shear force, and bending moment are components of 𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒕. 
The stabilizer side force can be determined from the change of internal shear forces at the 
stabilizer, given by 
 , 1 ,
k k k
y i y iSF f f+= −   (5.3) 
where 𝑘 is the node number; 𝑖  and 𝑖 + 1 are element numbers. In this case, node 𝑘  is 
shared by elements 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1; 𝑆𝐹𝑘 is the side force of the stabilizer located at node 𝑘; 
𝑓𝑦,𝑖
𝑘  is the internal shear force of node 𝑘 obtained from element 𝑖; and 𝑓𝑦,𝑖+1
𝑘  is the internal 
shear force of node 𝑘 obtained from element 𝑖 + 1.  
The BHA index values are calculated under different RPM conditions, uniformly 
distributed within an operating interval (typically 50-200 rpm). The distribution of RPM 
values can also be user-defined when pre-knowledge of the operating RPM range is 
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available. To obtain good dynamic performance over the whole operating range, the sum 
of squares of the index value at each RPM value is calculated as the cost function 
 2
1
i
W
i
J VI
=
=   (5.4) 
where 𝑊 is the number of distinct RPM values; and 𝑉𝐼𝜔𝑖 is the index value under 𝜔𝑖.  
The cost function defined in Eq. (5.4) is to be minimized by optimizing the 
positions of the stabilizers. The mechanism of this optimization is to modify BHA natural 
frequencies and move them away from the operating RRM to avoid resonance. The 
stabilizers can modify the natural frequencies of a BHA through changing the contact 
boundaries. Another method to vary the BHA natural frequency is to increase the BHA 
length [64]. However, it may cause the BHA to be over-weight. Optimizing stabilizer 
positions is free from this problem and involves minimal change to the existing BHA 
structure. The BHA strain energy has the highest covariance with drilling MSE [46]; 
therefore, is selected by this research as the index value to be minimized. In addition, 
indices like the BHA strain energy, the stabilizer side force, the transmitted strain energy 
and the end point curvature are positively correlated with each other. If one index value is 
minimized, the other index values will decrease simultaneously.  
5.3. Genetic Algorithm Optimization 
Based on formula in Eq. (5.4), the index value over the whole operating RPM is 
to be minimized by relocating stabilizer positions, given by  
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where 𝑠1, 𝑠2, 𝑠𝑙−1, and 𝑠𝑙 are positions of the first, second, (𝑙 − 1)
𝑡ℎ, and 𝑙𝑡ℎ stabilizers, 
respectively; and 𝐿 is the length of the BHA.  
 
Figure 5-1. BHA for optimization 
As an example, the BHA given in Figure 5-1 is studied, where the left end is the 
bit and the right end is the heavy wall drill-pipe (HWDP, the top of BHA). There are two 
stabilizers all together. The position of the near-bit stabilizer (the left one) is fixed while 
the position of the other stabilizer (the right one) can be changed to optimize the dynamic 
performance of the BHA. New designs are obtained by shifting the right stabilizer in 
Figure 5-1 from the bit side to the HWDP side along the BHA. The cost function values 
are calculated at each configuration and the results are illustrated in Figure 5-2, where the 
x axis denotes the distance of the right stabilizer to the bit and the y axis shows the natural 
logarithm (ln) of the cost function for a better comparison. 
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Figure 5-2. Cost function vs. stabilizer position 
As can be concluded from Figure 5-2, the cost function is non-convex in the 
feasible area. In addition, it is almost impossible to write BHA strain energy as explicit 
functions of the stabilizer positions. Accordingly, derivative-based optimization methods, 
like the gradient method and Newton’s method, cannot handle the proposed problem. 
Based on Section 5.2, the BHA index values can be conveniently calculated from FEM 
simulations; therefore, the derivative-free simulation-based optimization methods can be 
applied to minimize Eq. (5.5). GA [106] is such a method which has been widely used in 
optimizing mechanical design for vibration suppression. 
5.3.1. Genetic Algorithm Introduction 
In this chapter, the GA is implemented to determine the stabilizer positions by 
solving the optimization problem. The GA is a heuristic search method, where the 
searching process of the optimal solution imitates the biological evolution process [107]. 
To apply the GA, a population is generated which initializes the searching pool. The 
individuals inside the population are solutions to the problem. Based on the principle of 
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“survival of the fittest”, a better solution is assigned with a higher probability to be kept. 
Through conducting fitness selection, crossover, mutation and elitism, the population 
evolves at each generation and gets closer to the optimal solution. The flow chart of the 
optimization framework is illustrated in Figure 5-3, which integrates the GA optimization 
and FEM simulation.  
 
Figure 5-3. Genetic algorithm flow chart 
5.3.2. Fitness Function and Selection 
The value of the fitness function quantifies the optimality of a solution. An 
individual is assigned with a high fitness value if it is close to the optimal solution. For 
maximization problems, the cost function itself can act as the fitness function. While for 
minimization problems, the inverse of the cost function or the minus of the cost function 
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can be implemented as the fitness function. In this research, the BHA index value is to be 
minimized and minus 𝐽 (given in Eq. (5.5)) is selected as the fitness function. 
Individuals with high fitness values should have high probabilities of being kept 
for future crossover. Based on this idea, different methods were developed to implement 
selection. In this research, the proportionate selection, rank selection, and the tournament 
selection are studied. For proportionate selection, the probability of an individual to be 
selected for crossover is proportional to its fitness value, which yields 
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where 𝑃𝑘  is the probability of individual k to be selected; 𝐹𝑘  is the fitness value of 
individual k;  𝐹𝑖 is the fitness value of individual i; and 𝑁𝑃 is the population size.  
For rank selection, the individuals are sorted from largest to smallest based on 
fitness value and a probability is assigned based on the rank, given by  
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where 𝑟𝑘 is the rank of the 𝑘
𝑡ℎ individual; and 𝑟𝑖 is the rank of the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ individual. 
For tournament selection, n out of 𝑁𝑃 individuals are randomly picked with equal 
chance and the best of these n individuals is finally selected for crossover. This procedure 
is repeated for 𝑁𝑠 times to select 𝑁𝑆 individuals for crossover.  
All three selection methods are tested and compared. The proportionate selection 
fails with negative fitness value. It also converges slower than the other two methods as a 
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good individual cannot distinguish itself when the fitness values are closed to each other. 
The rank selection and tournament selection work well for all kinds of fitness function. 
They also indicate higher converging rates compared to the proportionate selection 
method. 
5.3.3. Encoding and Crossover 
The encoding procedure represents a solution in the form of a data string called 
chromosome. Each data inside the chromosome is a gene [108]. For the proposed 
problem, a chromosome is given by 
  1 2 1chromosome , ,..., ,l ls s s s−=   (5.8) 
where 𝑠1, 𝑠2, 𝑠𝑙−1, and 𝑠𝑙 are positions of the stabilizers. In this case, we have 𝑙 stabilizers 
to be optimized simultaneously. Crossover is conducted between two selected 
chromosomes. Assume the mating chromosomes are [𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑙−1, 𝑥𝑙]  and 
[𝑦1, 𝑦2, … , 𝑦𝑙−1, 𝑦𝑙], the offspring after crossover can be represented as 
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  (5.9) 
where point 𝑘 ∈ {1,2, … , 𝑙} is randomly selected to break the chromosome; and 𝛼 follows 
a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. 
5.3.4. Mutation and Elitism 
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Mutation randomly changes the value of a gene. It can add diversity to the 
solutions and help the algorithm jump out of local optima [109]. The mutation rate should 
be low for a steady convergence. Assume gene k in chromosome j is subject to mutation, 
the new chromosome yields 
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where chromosomej  is the original chromosome;  chromosomej
′
 is the chromosome 
after mutation; 𝑠𝑘 is the 𝑘
𝑡ℎ gene, which represents the position of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ stabilizer in 
this problem; 𝑠min and 𝑠max are the lower and upper bounds of a feasible solution. In this 
case, they are the lower and upper ends of the BHA, respectively; and 𝛽  follows a 
uniform distribution between 0 and 1. 
To increase the convergence rate and algorithm stability, the elitism is applied 
which preserves the best few solutions at each generation [110]. As a result, the cost 
function decreases monotonically as the population evolves. Figure 5-4 compares the 
optimization processes with and without the elitism. As we can see, by involving the 
elitism, the best individual of the next generation is guaranteed to outperform the 
previous one. For the BHA structure optimization, a base design is usually provided. In 
this research, the base design is inputted as an individual of the initial generation; 
therefore, the redesigned BHA resulting from the GA is guaranteed to outperform the 
base design even when the GA is stuck in a local optimum. 
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Figure 5-4. Effect of elitism 
In the optimization framework illustrated in Figure 5-3, calculating the BHA 
index value based on the FEM simulation requires the most computational effort. 
However, FEM simulations can be conducted independently without knowing the 
previous results; therefore, parallel computation can be achieved, which significantly 
reduces the computational time.  
5.4. Simulation and Verification 
In this section, simulations are conducted to verify the proposed optimization 
framework. First, the BHA model is verified by comparing its solution against current 
literature. Afterwards, the GA is tested by solving a multi-variable nonconvex 
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optimization problem. Finally, the proposed method is implemented to redesign a 
production BHA to achieve the minimum BHA strain energy.  
5.4.1. BHA Model Verification  
The cost function of the proposed problem is obtained from FEM simulations; 
therefore, the optimization performance is heavily reliant on the modeling accuracy. In 
Section 3.5, the FEM model has been verified by comparing against analytical solutions 
and current literature. In this simulation, the BHA model is compared against reference 
[45], in which the vibration indices are proposed. The BHA structures can be found in 
reference [45]-Fig. 4. The WOB is set to 25000 lbf and the rotary speed is set to120 rpm. 
The results are illustrated in Figure 5-5, with two colors representing two different BHAs. 
These results agree well with those in reference [45]-Fig. 5.      
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Figure 5-5. BHA vibration mode obtained from FEM simulation 
5.4.2. GA Test 
The GA developed in this chapter is tested by optimizing a multi-variable non-
convex problem, given by  
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The cost function over the feasible area is visualized in Figure 5-6, where the global 
minimum is located at 𝑥 = 9.5293 and 𝑦 = 8.6682 with 𝐽 = −26.7849. Due to the use 
of sin and cos, the cost function J periodically oscillates and results in multiple local 
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minima and maxima. By testing on Eq. (5.11), we explore the capability of the GA to 
find the global optimum out of the local optima. In this simulation, the population size is 
configured at 16, the elitism number is configured at 2, and mutation rate is configured at 
10%. An evolutionary process is visualized in Figure 5-7, where the arrow shows the 
evolution direction, the white hexagram represents the best solution of each GA 
generation and the red star is the global minima. As illustrated in Figure 5-7, the 
algorithm can quickly converge to global minima within a few generations. To test the 
robustness of the GA, Monte-Carlo simulations are conducted for 5000 times. For each 
simulation, the population evolves for 30 generations and the best solution at each 
generation is recorded for a statistical study (in total 30 × 5000 data points are recorded). 
The boxplot of the best solution at each generation is provided in Figure 5-8, where the 
black bars are the upper and lower limits of the simulation results, the blue box represents 
the 25th to 75th percentile of the simulation results, and the red bar is the median value of 
the simulation results. At the 30th generation, the median value of the 5000 simulations is 
-26.7477 which is only 0.138% off the true minimum value at -26.7849. The 25th 
percentile and 75th percentile are -26.7813 and -26.5374, which are only 0.013% and 
0.924% off the true minimum value, respectively. This test proves the capability of the 
GA in solving multi-variable nonconvex optimization problems.  
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Figure 5-6. Visualization of equation 
 
Figure 5-7. Evolutionary process of GA 
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Figure 5-8. Boxplot of the first 30 generations based on 5000 simulations 
5.4.3. BHA Optimization 
In this section, the stabilizers of a real BHA are optimized using the proposed 
method. The BHA structure is illustrated in Figure 5-1, where a near-bit stabilizer is fixed 
at 1.1 ft from the bit. The position of the other stabilizer is subject to optimization. The 
cost function value versus stabilizer position is obtained through an exhaustive search 
method, as illustrated in Figure 5-2. According to the results obtained from the 
exhaustive search, the optimal position is found at 131.8 ft from the bit and the 
corresponding cost function value is 1.3 × 10−7  ( ln(1.3 × 10−7) = −15.85 ). The 
proposed GA is then applied to optimize the stabilizer position, where the population size 
is configured at 12, the elitism number is configured at 2, and the mutation rate is 
configured at 20%. The elitism number is set at a small value to ensure the population 
can evolve at each generation, and the mutation rate is set at a low level to ensure the 
convergence of the GA. One simulation result is illustrated in Figure 5-9, where the cost 
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function quickly converges to the global minimum and the optimal BHA design is 
obtained. 
 
Figure 5-9. GA optimization process 
To test the robustness of this algorithm, Monte-Carlo simulations are conducted 
100 times. The boxplots of the cost function value and optimized stabilizer position are 
illustrated in Figure 5-10. At the 15th generation, the stabilizer position converges to the 
global optimum with only 5 outliers (95% confidence). At the 30th generation, only 3 
outliers do not achieve the global optimization. The worst scenario has a cost function 
value of 1.34 × 10−7 , which is very close to the global minimum of 1.3 × 10−7 . To 
obtain the optimal position, the exhaustive search needs to run the FEM simulation (
𝑁
𝑛𝑆
) 
times, where 𝑁 is the number of finite elements and 𝑛𝑆 is the number of stabilizers to be 
optimized. In this case, the BHA is meshed with 200 elements. The number of FEM 
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simulations that need to be conducted for exhaustive search is calculated in Table 5-1. 
With 4 stabilizers, it takes over 6.4 × 107 FEM simulations to find the optimal position. 
However, using the proposed method, the GA can find the optimal position within 30 
generations, which needs only 302 FEM simulations.   
Stabilizer Number 1 2 3 4 
FEM simulation 200 19900 𝑂(106) >O(107) 
Table 5-1. Number of FEM simulations to be conducted for exhaustive search 
 
Figure 5-10. Boxplots of the cost function and stabilizer position based on 100 GA 
simulations 
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Figure 5-11. Comparison between original BHA and optimized BHA 
In another design, there are four stabilizers installed, which are at 1.1 ft, 5.45 ft, 
45.4 ft, and 90.2 ft from the bit. Fixing the near-bit stabilizer and optimizing the other 
three using the developed method, the positions of the stabilizers are reconfigured at 
36.52 ft, 97.14 ft, and 141.76 ft from the bit. The structures of the original BHA and the 
optimized BHA are illustrated in Figure 5-11. In the original design, the left two 
stabilizers are very close to each other to stabilize the bit vibrations. However, this design 
causes the remaining part of the BHA subject to severe vibrations and reduces the overall 
performance of the BHA. The BHA strain energy and the stabilizer side force of the 
original BHA and the optimized BHA are compared in Figure 5-12, where the dashed 
lines represent the maximum value of the first three modes, and the solid lines represent 
the mean value of the first three modes. As can be concluded from this comparison, the 
index values of the optimized BHA are significantly reduced compared to the original 
design, indicating a much better dynamic performance.  
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Figure 5-12. Comparison between original BHA and optimized BHA 
5.5. Summary 
In this chapter, a framework to optimize the BHA structure is proposed to reduce 
drilling vibrations. Index values, based on FEM simulations, are calculated to quantify 
the BHA dynamic performance and used to formulate the cost function. The cost function 
is nonconvex within the feasible domain according to an exhaustive search. In addition, 
the BHA indices cannot be expressed as explicit functions of the positions of the 
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stabilizers; therefore, the derivative-free GA is selected to solve the optimization problem. 
A production BHA is optimized following the steps shown in Figure 5-3. The GA can 
find the optimal solution with a high accuracy and low computational effort. After 
optimization, the BHA strain energy and the stabilizer side force are significantly reduced 
compared to the original design, which proves the developed BHA design optimization 
framework can lead to a significant reduction of undesirable drilling dynamics. The main 
content of this chapter is published in [111].  
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Chapter 6. REDUCED ORDER MODEL AND CONTROL 
6. Hidden 6  
In previous chapters, a comprehensive FEM modeling framework is established 
for directional drillings. This model provides high-fidelity simulations for drill-string 
statics and dynamics and can be used to estimate torque and drag, predict drilling failures, 
analyze drilling vibrations, and test top drive controllers. Compared with existing FEM 
drill-string models, the proposed model achieves a high computational efficiency by 1). 
linearizing drill-string dynamics around the central axis of the well and 2). applying 
curved beam elements which require fewer elements to mesh the drill-string. However, 
the computational cost is still high because of the inherent features of FEM. Using a 
regular desktop computer (Intel i7-7660U @ 2.5GHz, 16GB RAM, 64bit OS), this model 
(with 200 elements) just achieves real time simulation under a MATLAB environment. In 
some cases, simulation speed and model simplicity are more important than model 
accuracy, as long as the main dynamics are captured.  Therefore, this chapter studies 
reduced order models for faster drilling analysis. 
6.1. Reduced Order FEM Model 
Torsional dynamics are the primary dynamics of drilling activities and torsional 
vibration control is the type of control most often researched. Consequently, in 
developing reduced order models, only the torsional dynamics are considered. The stick-
slip frequency is usually the lowest natural frequency of the drill-string. As a result, low-
order FEM models are enough to capture the stick-slip dynamics. The dynamic responses 
Part of this chapter was published in: 1. Feng, T., Zhang, H. and Chen, D., 2017, May. Dynamic Programming Based Controllers to Suppress Stick-
slip in a Drilling System. In American Control Conference (ACC), 2017 (pp. 1302-1307). IEEE.; 2. Feng, T., et al. "A Finite Element Method with 
Full Bit-Force Modeling to Analyze Drillstring Vibration." Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control 139.9 (2017): 091016; 
The author contributes to 1. design dynamic programming controllers to suppress the stick-slip vibration; 2. derive reduced-order FEM model 
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of several low-order FEM models and one high-order FEM model are compared in 
Figure 6-1. The modal truncation method [112] is also implemented for order reduction. 
Based on Eq. (4.32), the dynamic model can be formulated by 
  A u= +x x B   (6.1) 
 y =Cx   (6.2) 
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where x, equal to [𝑼 ?̇?]
𝑇, is the state vector; u is the input torque of the top drive; y is 
the rotary speed of the bit; and b denotes the position of top drive torque. Transforming 
the state-space of the full dynamic system into canonical form, we have 
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  (6.6) 
    vT = L HC C C   (6.7) 
where [𝑇𝑣] is the transforming matrix composed of the eigenvectors of matrix [𝐴]. The 
modal truncated model is then ([𝐴𝐿], 𝑩𝑳, 𝑪𝑳)  by retaining only the low-frequency 
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eigenvalues. A comparison between the dynamic response of the full model and the 
dynamic responses of the truncated models is illustrated in Figure 6-2. As can be 
concluded from Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2, both the low-order FEM and the modal 
truncation method are able to accurately approximate the dominant dynamics of the high-
order FEM model, thereby establishing an accurate reduced order model.  
 
Figure 6-1. Frequency responses of a high-order FEM model and low-order FEM models 
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Figure 6-2. Frequency responses of the full-order model and low-order models through 
modal truncation 
6.2. Lumped Parameter Model 
A lumped-parameter model can characterize the first natural mode of a drill-string 
and simulate the stick-slip vibration. It is computationally efficient and widely applied in 
control strategy development [113]. In this section, the torsional dynamics of the drill-
string is modeled using the lumped-parameter method, where the top drive and the BHA 
are modeled as rotary inertias, and the slender drill-pipe is modeled as a torsional spring 
(see Figure 6-3). The system dynamics equation can be expressed as 
 ( )t t t t s t bJ c k u   + + − =   (6.8) 
 ( )b b b b s t b obJ c k T   + − − = −   (6.9) 
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where 𝐽𝑡 and 𝐽𝑏 are rotary inertias of the top drive (including motor, gearbox, and other 
rotary components) and the BHA, respectively; 𝑐𝑡 and 𝑐𝑏 are damping coefficients of the 
top drive and the BHA, respectively; 𝑘𝑠 is rotary stiffness of the drill-string; u is the input 
torque; and 𝑇𝑜𝑏 is the torque on bit, which is a nonlinear function of the bit rotary speed 
?̇?𝑏; 𝜙𝑡 and 𝜙𝑏 are the angular displacements of the top drive and the BHA, respectively; 
?̇?𝑡 and ?̇?𝑏 are the angular speeds of the top drive and the bit, respectively; and ?̈?𝑡 and ?̈?𝑏 
are the angular accelerations of the top drive and the bit, respectively. 
Driving Torque
TOB
Top Drive Mass
BHA Mass
Drill-pipe
Stiffness
Drill-pipe
Damping
 
Figure 6-3. Lumped mass model 
The Karnopp's friction model is applied to simulate the nonlinear relationship 
between the bit rotary speed ?̇?𝑏 and the torque on bit 𝑇𝑜𝑏 [114][115], given by 
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where 𝑊𝑜𝑏 is the WOB, which follows a normal distribution with a mean value of 𝑊𝑜𝑏,𝑠. 
The variance of WOB could originate from the disturbance of hook load, drilling mud 
circulation and bit-rock interaction; 𝑅𝑏 is the radius of the bit; 𝜇𝑏 is the friction coefficient; 
𝑇𝑒 is the static TOB, which denotes the minimum TOB that the external torque need to 
overcome to make the bit move; ?̇?𝑏
∗
 is the threshold value. According to Eq. (6.12) when 
the bit speed ?̇?𝑏 is zero, 𝜇𝑏 is equal to the static friction coefficient 𝜇𝑠. As ?̇?𝑏 becomes 
larger, 𝜇𝑏  will converge to the dynamic friction coefficient 𝜇𝑑 . The rate of decay is 
determined by bit constant γ. Rewriting the above dynamic equations into state-space 
format ?̇? = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑢), we have  
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  (6.13) 
where 𝜙𝑑, equals to 𝜙𝑏 − 𝜙𝑡, is the phase difference. Plugging Eq. (6.10) into Eq. (6.13), 
the torsional dynamics of the drill-string can be modeled. 
6.3. Dynamic Programming Based Controller 
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In this section, in order to demonstrate the utility of the reduced order models, a 
controller is developed by employing optimal control algorithms to suppress stick-slip 
vibrations. The cost function to be minimized is defined as  
 ( )
1
0
, ,
N
k k k
k
J E g x u w
−
=
=      (6.14) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 22
, 1 0 1 , 1 2 , 1 0, ,k k k t k d k b kg x u w       + + += − + + −   (6.15) 
where 𝜔0 is the set point of the rotary speed; 𝑤𝑘 denotes the uncertainty caused by WOB; 
𝜆1 and 𝜆2 are weight coefficients; k is the time step; and 𝑥 =  [?̇?𝑏, ?̇?𝑡, 𝜙𝑑]
T is the state 
vector. The first term of 𝑔(∙) keeps the top drive following a predefined constant speed. 
The second term regulates the phase fluctuation between the top drive and the BHA to 
reduce the stick-slip vibration. The third-term minimizes the fluctuation of the bit speed 
to suppress the stick-slip vibration. 
The system has the following features:  
1. The maximum and minimum values of the control input u are bounded 
(umin<u<umax), determined by the output capability of the top drive.   
2. According to Eq. (6.13), the established system satisfies the Markov property, 
which means the future states depend only upon the present state and action, not 
on the sequence of events that precedes it (here action means exerting torque on 
the top drive).   
 ( )1 , ,k k k kx F x u w+ =   (6.16) 
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3. The state variables of Eq. (6.13) are bounded with bounded input u; therefore, 
𝑔(∙) in Eq. (6.15) is compact. 
 ( ), , . .g x u w L s t u L      (6.17) 
Based on the features 1 to 3, DP can be implemented to solve the optimization 
problem. The first step is to discretize the system. In the spatial domain, the state 
variables of Eq. (6.15) are meshed equally and a three-dimensional state space S will be 
obtained. Each point on the grid is called a state. According to feature 3, the number of 
states in S is finite so the search area on S is finite. The input variable is also equally 
meshed between its minimum and maximum thresholds and an action space U will be 
obtained. According to feature 1, the number of actions in U is also finite ( 𝑈 ∈
[𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛: 𝑑𝑢 ∶  𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥]). A mapping from state space S to action space U is called a policy 𝜋. 
Through DP, we can find the optimal policy 𝜋∗ that minimizes the cost function. The 
drilling operation usually lasts for a very long time. Accordingly, the infinite-horizon DP 
(𝑁 = ∞) is applied, where a stationary (time-invariant) policy can be obtained. Based on 
Bellman's principle, we have  
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )* *min , , , , ,
u U
J x J F x u w g x u w x S

 = +       (6.18) 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )* *arg min , , , , ,
u U
x J F x u w g x u w x S 

 = +       (6.19) 
where 𝐽∗(𝑥) is the minimum value of the cost function for state x; 𝜋∗(𝑥) is the optimal 
policy; 𝛼 ∈ (0,1)  is the discount factor. For infinite-horizon DP, the cost function is 
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transferred from Eq. (6.14) to Eq. (6.18) by introducing the discount factor 𝛼 to keep the 
cost function bounded [116]. 
 ( ) ( )
1
, . . , ,
1
J x M s t g x u w M

 
−
    (6.20) 
There are two basic methods to solve the DP problem: value iteration and policy 
iteration. Value iteration solves Bellman's equation explicitly but converges slowly. 
Policy iteration converges much faster but needs to solve an 𝑁𝑠 × 𝑁𝑠  linear equation, 
where 𝑁𝑠 is the number of states. Considering that the dimension of the state vector is 
relatively large, the policy evaluation algorithm is also computationally extensive. In this 
research, the optimistic policy iteration algorithm [117] (or modified policy iteration 
algorithm) is implemented to find the optimal policy 𝜋∗(𝑥). It can explicitly calculate the 
cost function and require less iteration to converge than the value iteration algorithm. The 
flow chart is illustrated in Figure 6-4.  
According to Figure 6-4, the greedy policy 𝜋1 is implemented for initialization. 
Afterwards, the policy is improved through two successive procedures: policy evaluation 
and policy improvement. The former procedure calculates the cost function of each 
policy by repeating several value iterations, while the latter procedure updates the policy 
through minimizing the cost function. After policy improvement, the new policy will get 
closer to optimum. In infinite-horizon DP, the subscript k denotes the iteration number 
rather than the time step. When the value of the cost function converges, the 
corresponding mapping is the optimal policy. In Figure 6-4, when m equals one, the 
algorithm becomes a value iteration algorithm, and when m equals infinity, it becomes a 
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policy iteration algorithm. When taking other values, a small m needs to conduct more 
policy improvements to converge, and a large m takes longer for policy evaluation. In this 
research, to minimize the overall training computation, m is chosen as 15 by making a 
trade-off between these two factors.  
 
 
Figure 6-4. Flow chart of the optimistic policy iteration algorithm, where m is the number 
of value iterations used to approximate a policy iteration, and ξ takes a small positive 
value   
Based on Eqs. (6.13) and (6.15) and Figure 6-4, simulations are carried out to get 
the optimal policy, see Figure 6-5, where four layers (phase difference=0, -2, -4 and -6) 
are selected for illustration. According to Figure 6-5, an interesting observation is that the 
optimal policy changes very little with BHA speed. This phenomenon holds under 
different drill-string and rock parameters according to the simulation. Making use of this 
feature, a model reduction can be achieved by only meshing ?̇?𝑡 and 𝜙𝑑 to get the reduced 
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state space S'. Replacing S with S' in Figure 6-4, the optimistic policy iteration algorithm 
is conducted to get a reduced-order policy. The result is illustrated in Figure 6-6. Through 
model reduction, the computational speed is increased by 𝑛 × 𝑟 times (n is the number of 
grids to mesh ?̇?𝑏, and r is the ratio of converging iterations of the full model to that of the 
reduced model. In this simulation, this value is 29 × 1). Generally, stick-slip vibration is 
indicated by a large speed fluctuation of the bit. At stick phase, drill-string strain energy 
builds up as the phase difference increases. After reaching a threshold value, the strain 
energy quickly releases, converting into kinetic energy of the BHA, where slip happens 
[118]. As we can conclude from Figure 6-6, with a small phase difference, a large torque 
is applied when the top drive speed is below the set point. However, with a large phase 
difference, a small torque is applied even when the top drive speed is low. This strategy 
can prevent strain energy from building up, therefore mitigating the stick-slip vibration. 
The control performances of the full-order policy and the reduced-order policy are 
compared in Section 6.4. Using full-order DP, we may need to optimize the policy offline 
due to the computational intensity and then implement the obtained map online. However, 
through model reduction, an online optimization can be achieved, which makes the 
proposed strategy able to update in real time. The proposed method is a full-state 
feedback controller, where ?̇?𝑡 and ?̇?𝑏 are measurable, but 𝜙𝑑 needs to be obtained from 
an observer.  
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Figure 6-5. Optimal policy obtained from DP, where the color intensity indicates the 
value of control input 
 
Figure 6-6. Reduced policy, where the color intensity indicates the value of control input 
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6.4. Simulation 
In this section, simulations are carried out to verify the performance of the DP 
based controllers. The parameters are listed in Table 6-1. Since the policies map discrete 
states to discrete actions, a linear interpolation is implemented to obtain the final input as 
the system operates continuously. A PI controller is also simulated for comparison. The 
simulation results are illustrated through Figure 6-7 to Figure 6-9. According to Figure 
6-7, the top drive speed is maintained relatively constant with a PI controller, but the 
BHA speed oscillates significantly between 0 and twice the set point, which indicates a 
stick-slip vibration. As illustrated in Figure 6-8, using the DP based controller, the BHA 
speed and top drive speed have some minor oscillations at the beginning, yet they quickly 
converge to the set point and get stabilized. Accordingly, the proposed DP based 
controller can effectively suppress the stick-slip vibration. Comparing Figure 6-8 and 
Figure 6-9, the performance of the reduced-order DP controller is very close to its full-
order counterpart, while the computational efficiency in obtaining the reduced-order 
policy is significantly increased. This result justifies the application of model reduction to 
this problem.  
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Figure 6-7. Performance of the PI controller 
 
Figure 6-8. Performance of full-order DP based controller 
 
Figure 6-9. Performance of reduced-order DP based controller 
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In order to verify the robustness and stability of the proposed controller, the 
following perturbations are added in a non-ideal scenario. 
1. Disturbances are added to the WOB, which could originate from hook load 
variation, mud circulation variation, and bit-rock interaction disturbances; 
2. A non-ideal speed sensor is implemented where the presence of noise is 
considered.  
Under the non-ideal scenario, the system is controlled by PI controller at the beginning, 
then the DP based controller is activated at a random time. The simulation result is 
illustrated in Figure 6-10. Although there are some minor fluctuations due to WOB 
oscillation, the whole system can still get stabilized quickly and remain stable after the 
implementation of the DP based controller. Simulations are carried out under different 
parameters and the proposed DP-based controller shows similar robustness.  
 
Figure 6-10. Robustness of the DP based controller 
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Symbol Description  Value 
Jt Top drive rotary inertia 2122 [kg·m
2] 
Jb BHA rotary inertia 374 [kg·m
2] 
k Rotary stiffness of the drill-string 473 [Nm/s] 
cb BHA damping 20 [Nms/rad] 
ct Top drive damping 300 [Nms/rad] 
Rb Bit radius 0.1 [m] 
µs Static friction coefﬁcient 0.8 
µd Dynamic friction coefﬁcient 0.6 
γ Bit constant 1 
Wob Weight on bit 40000 [N] 
KP Proportional coefﬁcient 10000 
KI Integral coefﬁcient 500 
Table 6-1. Simulation parameter 
6.5. Conclusion 
In some cases (e.g., control design), simulation speed and model simplicity are 
more important, whereas the model accuracy is not the primary concern. Therefore, this 
chapter studies reduced order models for fast simulation. Firstly, low-order FEM models 
and modal truncated FEM models are studied. They perform well capturing the drill-
string dynamics at low frequencies where stick-slip happens. A lumped mass model is 
also established, which can represent the first mode of a drill-string. Based on the lumped 
mass model, a DP is implemented to get the optimal policy that minimizes the stick-slip 
vibration. According to the optimal policy, the BHA speed is found to have negligible 
influence on control input; therefore, a dimension reduction is performed to eliminate the 
dependence of control input on BHA rotary speed, which significantly increases the 
computational efficiency. Simulations are carried out, where the stick-slip vibration is 
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effectively suppressed by both full-order policy and reduced-order policy obtained from 
DP. The DP controller is published in [22], which can be referred to for further study. 
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Chapter 7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1. Conclusion 
This dissertation establishes an FEM modeling framework to describe directional 
drilling behaviors, which integrates a high-efficiency FEM drill-string model and a 
comprehensive boundary condition for drill-string and wellbore interaction. Drill-string 
kinematics can be conveniently described with reference to the well’s central axis; 
therefore, knowing the well trajectory is essential in analyzing drill-string dynamics. This 
dissertation first discusses the minimum curvature method which obtains the continuous 
well trajectory from discrete survey measurements. It is proven that the obtained 
trajectory is not only continuous but also smooth (its derivative is continuous). The 
simulation results indicate a high accuracy estimate of well trajectory is obtained from 
the minimum curvature method. In addition, the DLS, walk rate, and build rate, which are 
commonly used by drilling industry to represent well geometries, can be conveniently 
represented using the minimum curvature method.   
Analyzing directional drilling dynamics is a nonlinear large displacement problem. 
The developed FEM model linearizes the drill-string dynamics around the central axis of 
a directional well, which significantly simplifies the problem and increases the simulation 
speed. The linearization method is verified by comparing its results against existing 
methods. In traditional finite element models, a directional drill-string is approximated 
with a series of straight elements. However, the coupling mechanism among different 
degrees of freedoms is not considered by the straight beam elements. Meanwhile, the 
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straight beam approximation introduces additional discretization error; therefore, a very 
fine meshing is necessary to guarantee the numerical accuracy for the straight beam 
method, which leads to a low computational efficiency. To solves these problems, a six 
DOF curved beam element is derived using the assumed strain field method. According 
to the simulation results, the developed curved beam element achieves higher accuracy 
than the straight beam element in both static and dynamic analyses. As a result, compared 
with the straight beam elements, fewer curved beam elements can be used to achieve the 
same accuracy, which further reduces the computational cost.  
The developed boundary conditions for directional drilling include models for the 
top drive and the draw-works, a model for drill-string and wellbore contact, and a model 
for bit forces. By combining the FEM models and the boundary conditions, a 
comprehensive modeling framework is established for directional drilling. Numerical 
methods are also presented for static and dynamic analyses. From static analyses, torque 
and drag can be calculated to prevent drilling failure. The strain and stress distributions 
along the drill-string can also be obtained to avoid stress concentration. From dynamic 
analyses, the normal drilling scenarios, the stick-slip vibrations, and the whirling 
vibrations are simulated using the proposed FEM modeling framework. The top drive 
controllers are also incorporated as torsional boundary conditions. The guidelines for 
tuning the control parameters are obtained from dynamic simulations. 
Based on the developed FEM model, a framework to optimize the BHA structure 
is proposed to reduce drilling vibrations. BHA vibration indices are calculated using 
FEM simulations, which are used to formulate the cost function. The GA is selected to 
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solve the nonconvex optimization problem, which can find the optimal solution with a 
high accuracy and low computational effort. After optimization, the BHA strain energy 
and the stabilizer side force are significantly reduced compared to the original design, 
which proves the BHA optimization method can lead to a significant reduction of 
undesirable drilling dynamics. Lastly, reduced order models are discussed for fast 
simulation and control design.  
7.2. Future Work 
Based on the above completed tasks, future research topics are proposed in this 
section. In this work, a numerical Rayleigh damping is used to model the hydraulic effect 
of the mud. It would be of interest to model the mud damping with physical meanings, 
e.g., model the mud as a non-Newtonian fluid.  
This dissertation studies the topics of controlling top drive torque and optimizing 
BHA structure to reduce drilling vibrations. A new trend is to directly control downhole 
actuators to eliminate the vibrations. From this aspect, designing new downhole actuators 
and developing corresponding control algorithms would be another interesting research 
topic.  
The proposed FEM model can capture drill-string dynamics with a given well 
trajectory. However, it is unable to simulate the well propagation process with given 
drilling and RSS parameters. In order to achieve this, the RSS must be modeled, and the 
rock features and cutting process of the cutters need to be studied.  
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